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Abstract 

 

Data Linkage is an important step that can provide valuable insights for evidence-based 

decision making, especially for crucial events. Performing sensible queries across hetero-

geneous databases containing millions of records is a complex task that requires a com-

plete understanding of each contributing database’s schema to define the structure of its 

information. The key aim is to approximate the structure and content of the induced data 

into a concise synopsis in order to extract and link meaningful facts. Current techniques 

primarily focus on performing pair-wise attribute matching and pay little attention in discov-

ering direct and weighted cluster correlations for linking semantic equivalent datasets. We 

identify such problems as four major research issues in Data Linkage: associated costs in 

pair-wise matching, record matching overheads, semantic flow of information restrictions, 

and single order classification limitations. 

 

In this doctorial dissertation, we introduce a new multi-faceted classification technique 

for performing structural analysis on knowledge domain clusters, using a novel Ontology 

Guided Data Linkage (OGDL) framework. In order to support self-organization of contrib-

uting databases through the discovery of structural dependencies, we introduce a series of 

algorithms for performing multi-level exploitation of ontological domain knowledge relating 

to tables, attributes and tuples. These techniques are of great help for automating the dis-

covery of schema structures across multiple databases, based on the use of direct and 

weighted correlations between different ontological concepts, using a novel h-gram (hash 

gram) record matching technique for concept clustering and cluster mapping. Moreover, 

through a set of accuracy, performance and scalability experimental tests run on real-world 

datasets, we demonstrate the feasibility of our OGDL algorithms and show that our frame-

work runs in polynomial time and performs well in practice.  

 

Data Linkage is an important enabling technology in eHealth as linked data is a cost 

effective approach towards advancing research outcomes into health policies, detect any 

adverse drug reactions, reduce costs, and uncover any non-practices within the health 

system. Hence, to illustrate the efficiency and effectiveness of OGDL in real-world applica-

tions, we comprehensively used clinical risk management domain as our practical exam-

ple. For this reason, we further extended our OGDL framework and introduced a compo-

site clinical risk management success indicator data linkage, which consists of clinical risk 

factors combined with clinical resource and intervention factors that have shown to be as-
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sociated with good and safe patient outcomes and with quality health care. The aim is to 

introduce a novel primitive upper ontology for semantic interoperability of health data and 

subsequent clinical risk management, and use it to map patient case data to reason about 

problems and solutions. Our experiments are performed on the Australian emergency 

medicine clinical trial datasets, demonstrating an effective method for the creation of a new 

risk management approach using semantic interoperability and reasoning.  

  

The main contributions of this thesis include: introducing a novel h-gram record match-

ing technique highly reducing the number of comparisons required in determining entity 

similarities, providing a highly effective and efficient OGDL framework for querying and 

integrating heterogeneous databases in the  presence of data uncertainties, demonstrating 

an effective method for identifying how different sets of tables, attributes and  tuples can 

be linked with the primary aim to understand the past and predict the future, providing a 

method for discovering ontological instances in domain specific clusters that reveals how 

different sets of information is organized to support information flow, introducing a novel 

primitive upper ontology for semantic interoperability, and finally supporting the develop-

ment of a best-practice clinical practice guideline assessment framework with evidence 

based on the collaboration platform’s health knowledge repository.  
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Chapter 1                                                                                      
Introduction 

 

1.1. Research Problem 

 

Organizations worldwide have been collecting data for decades. The World Bank [24], The 

National Climatic Data Centre [49], and countless other private and public organizations 

have been collecting, storing, processing and analysing massive amounts of data which 

has the potential to be linked for the discovery of underlying factors to critical problems. 

Sharing of large databases between organisations is also of growing importance in many 

data mining projects, as data from various sources often has to be linked and aggregated 

in order to improve data quality, or to enrich existing data with additional information [7]. 

When integrating data from different sources to implement a data warehouse, organisa-

tions become aware of potential systematic differences, limitations, restrictions or conflicts 

which fall under the umbrella-term data heterogeneity [34]. Poor quality data has also been 

prevalent in databases due to a variety of reasons, including typographical errors, lack of 

standards etc. To be able to query and integrate data in the presence of such data uncer-

tainties as depicted in Figure 1.1, a central problem is the ability to identify whether heter-

ogeneous database tables, attributes and tuples can be linked with the primary aim to un-

derstand the past and predict the future. 

 

In response to the aforementioned challenges, significant advances have been made 

in recent years in mining structures of databases with the aim to acquire crucial fact finding 

information that is not otherwise available, or that would require time-consuming and ex-

pensive manual procedures. Schemas are definitions that identify the structure of induced 

data and are the result of a database design segments.  The relational database schemas 

that are invariant in time hold valuable information in their tables, attributes and tuples 

which can aid in identifying semantically similar objects. The process of identifying these 

schema structures has been one of the essential elements of data mining process [21-26]. 

Accurate integration of heterogeneous database schema can provide valuable insights 

that are useful for evidence-based decision making, especially for crucial events. In the 

schema integration process, each individual database can be analysed to provide and ex-
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tract local schema definitions of the data. These local schema definitions can be used for 

the development of a global schema which integrates and subsumes the local schema in 

such a way that (global) users are provided with a uniform and correct view of the global 

database [19]. With the help of global schema structures, we can derive hierarchical rela-

tionships up to the instance level across datasets. However, without having this global 

schema, extracting meaningful data into a usable form can become a tedious process [5, 

8, 14, 18, 21, and 26]. Traditional local-to-global schema-based techniques lack the ability 

to allow computational linkage and are not suitable when dealing with heterogeneous da-

tabases [2, 5, 8, 18, 57, 61 and 66]. To make things worse, the data could be “dirty” and 

differences might exist in the structure and semantics maintained across different data-

bases. Research communities have also stressed Schema Pattern Matching [21 to 26] 

and SQL Querying [27, 28]. Schema Pattern Matching uses database schema to devise 

clues as to the semantic meaning of the data. Constraints are used to define requirements, 

generated by hand or through a variety of tools. However, the main problems with Schema 

Pattern Matching are insufficiency and redundancy. 

 

Data linkage (also known as data matching, probabilistic matching, and instance iden-

tification) is the process of identifying records which represent the same real world entity 

despite typographical and formatting constraints [18, 25, 32, 34, and 37]. In conducting our 

research, we observed four prime areas where data linkage is a persistent, yet heavily re-

searched problem: 

 

 Medical science for DNA sequence matching and biological sequence alignment [12, 

18, 21, 47, 56, and 80-84];  

 Government departments for taxation and payout tracking [5, 24, 30, 48, and 79]; 

 Businesses integrating the data of acquired companies into their centralized systems 

[2, 36, and 42]; 

 Law enforcement for data matching across domains, such as banking and the electoral 

commission [24, 30, 33, 49, and 50]. 

 

Traditional data linkage approaches use similarity scores that compare tuple values 

from different attributes, and declare it as matches if the score is above a certain threshold 

[2, 10, 18, 61, 67, and 79]. These approaches perform quite well when comparing similar 

databases with clean data. However, when dealing with a large amount of variable data, 
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comparison of tuple values alone is not enough [1, 2]. It is necessary to apply domain 

knowledge when attempting to perform data linkage where there are inconsistencies in the 

data.  The same problem applies to database migrations, and to other data intensive tasks 

that involve disparate databases without common schemas. Furthermore, the creation of 

data linkage between heterogeneous databases requires the discovery of all possible pri-

mary and foreign key relationships that may exist between different attribute pairs, on a 

global spectrum [1, 3, 8, 11, and14-16].  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Use of Heterogeneous Databases for Data Linkage 

 

 

1.1.1. Role of Ontologies in Data Linkage 

One of the most common problems in discovering global database schemas is semantic 

heterogeneity-if it is not detected and resolved, the usage of integrated data leads to inva-

lid results [19]. Furthermore, the invalid results could become undetected especially when 

dealing with large quantities of heterogeneous databases.  An Ontology typically provides 

a vocabulary describing a domain of interest and a specification of the meaning of terms in 

that vocabulary [2]. Ontology is increasingly seen as a key factor for enabling interoperabil-

ity across heterogeneous systems and semantic web applications [32]. Ontologies are ex-

pected to play a significant role in various application domains in the emerging Semantic 

Web, linking databases semantically. Furthermore, the ability to efficiently and effectively 

perform ontology reuse is commonly acknowledged to play a crucial role in the large-scale 

dissemination of ontologies and ontology-driven technologies [6]. Eusenat et al in [2] has 

shown that such ontology based methods can be highly effective, when combined with 

other methodologies.   
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 Figure 1.2: The comparison of database schemas with similar ontologies 

 

A key step in the integration of databases is the identification of semantic correspond-

ences among ontology attribute pairs [2, 4, and 5]. Therefore, this research will primarily 

focus on the identification of semantic data coordination, using ontology matching princi-

ples. However, ontology matching at an attribute level can be very expensive and have 

varying relevance. For instance, a table or an attribute can have multiple ontologies, as 

shown in Figure 1.2, which demonstrates ontology correspondences as references be-

tween two input schema’s table attributes. As can be seen from the diagram, it depicts two 

input schemas with similar ontologies: on the left there is a representation of an ‘online 

transaction processing’ database with data of the provision of discounts and special offers, 

in multiple countries and in multiple currencies. On the right there is a representation of  its 

‘data warehouse equivalent’, used to develop various business intelligence (BI) reports 

and to perform data modelling, as well as a number of other data mining tasks. The dotted 
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arrows in Figure 1.2 indicate tables and attributes matching instances between multiple 

schemas and multiple ontologies. For instance, the ‘title’ attribute from the 

‘dbo.CurrencyInfo’ table is referenced to the ‘name’ attribute in the ‘sales.Currency’ table. 

Figure 1.2 further illustrates that schemas overlap each other in general, and that each 

schema can also have unique information, not present in any other schema (for example, 

‘currencies’ and ‘exchange rates’). 

  

1.1.2. Role of Probabilistic Techniques in Data Linkage 

Exact Matching techniques can give more insight into the content and meaning of schema 

elements [25, 31]. Exact matching uses a unique identifier present in databases being 

compared. The unique identifier can only be linked to one individual item, or an event (for 

example, a driver’s license number). The Exact Matching technique is helpful in situations 

where the data linkage to be performed belongs to one data source. However, exact 

matching comparison does not suffice for matching records when the data contains errors, 

for example typographical mistakes, or when the data have multiple representations, such 

as through the use of abbreviations or synonyms [10]. Unlike Exact matching, Probabilistic 

techniques [34-36] are used to perform Data Linkage on a likelihood basis (i.e. performing 

matching based on the success threshold ratio). Output results can vary in different for-

mats such as “match, possible match, and non-match” basis, Boolean type true or false 

match basis, nearest and outermost distance match basis, discrete or continuous match 

basis etc.  

 

In summary, we consider the problem of discovering ontological instances in domain 

specific clusters that reveals how different tables, attributes and tuples are organized be-

tween and within databases to support information flow.  Inspired by this, in this thesis, we 

consider a new type of data linkage approach, namely, the exploitation of hidden relation-

ships between tables, attributes and tuples towards knowledge discovery at different levels 

of data abstraction, including the ontology, schema and instance levels. Essentially, we 

introduce a new approach of linking data across heterogeneous databases based on ap-

proximate data matching to identify correspondences between related entities which assist 

in discovering meaningful data relationships. The work presented in this thesis belongs to 

the research domain of mining heterogeneous data. The study is motivated by the applica-

tion of clinical risk indicator analysis. However, generalised research problems can also 

serve the studies in other application domains.  
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1.2. Motivation and Scope 

 

According to our observation, the most intuitive way for linking heterogeneous databases 

is to develop a schema structure abstract providing a more logical information flow view. 

While this approach seems plausible, it may nevertheless still fail if: 1) pair-wise matching 

restrictions exist; 2) not enough data quality checks are made; 3) if the user is unable to 

identify any errors; or 4) if the semantic flow of linked data is not correct through automat-

ed process. 

 

Figure 1.3: OGDL Research Gap Visualisation 

 

We identify these problems as four major research issues in Data Linkage as depicted 

in Figure 1.3: associated costs in pair-wise matching, Semantic flow of information re-

strictions, Record matching overheads and Single Order Classification. 

 

Pair-wise matching costs: The fundamental problem that arises each time in per-

forming data linkage on large volumes of heterogeneous databases is to discover all pos-

sible relationships based on matching similar tuple values that might exist between each 

attribute pairs. Pair-wise matching of attributes [34, 35, and 36] between different data 

source tables is a suitable approach for small databases. However, real-world data col-

lected from enterprise organizations can have hundreds of tables and thousands of col-

umns. Hence, performing pair-wise attribute matching can be highly expensive in terms of 

associated computational costs, which is perhaps the main drawback found in existing da-
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ta linkage methods, and this is also what restricts its performance in terms of accuracy. In 

order to reduce the number of pair-wise comparisons, we employ a ‘multi-layer’ ontology-

based clustering technique, by modelling large amounts of input information into high-

density clusters at different levels. As some chains-of-relationships have stronger correla-

tion weights than others, we focused our research on the identification of such corre-

spondences between crucial attributes, together with its semantic information flow. 

 

Semantic flow anomalies: Semantic information is used as data abstraction princi-

ples to perform data linkage. The development of a novel system that embodies this ap-

proach faces a number of challenges. In this thesis, our solution to handle these challeng-

es will integrate a variety of approaches, by extending existing methods and proposing 

new multi-faceted strategy ontology guided data linkage (OGDL) framework. The proposed 

framework uses different datasets as input and performs data uncertainty analysis for data 

cleaning and to organise data into homogeneous strata groups. The strata samples are 

used to form different cluster levels. The framework then performs cluster stem-and-leaf 

joins, using a multi-faceted cluster mapping technique. These results are further analysed 

to construct hierarchical cluster mapping trees. The ontological structures are summarized 

as candidate, primary, partial, and foreign key relational data (linkage) relationships. The 

final results are further integrated into knowledge based data analysis tools to support 

sensible query making to discover meaningful and accurate data facts. 

 

Record matching overheads: Small inconsistencies in records can prevent matching 

between two otherwise identical set of records. To deal with this problem, probabilistic ap-

proaches are often performed on a likelihood basis (i.e. performing matching based on the 

success threshold ratio).  In this thesis, we present a novel h-gram (hash gram) [79] tech-

nique for probabilistic record matching. The h-gram technique is aimed at reducing the 

runtime costs when comparing records, and to get probabilistic results in a timely manner. 

The h-gram matching process extends to traditional n-grams by the transformation of the 

grams into equivalent numerical realities, thus overcoming the disadvantages of random-

assignation hashing systems. It also provides more options for gram scaling and for error 

threshold tolerance. This is similar to the approach taken by [8], although we do not store 

hash codes of all the sample data. We reduce the cost associated with record matching by 

utilizing scale based hashing; increasing matching probability through fine turning; and by 

reducing the cost associated with the storage of most frequent hash codes of matching 

records. We employed the h-gram technique within our OGDL framework to create and 
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correlate clusters at different levels and thus significantly improving the OGDL framework’s 

performance. 

 

Unfit single order modelling: Our research findings suggest that single order classi-

fication of data does not provide the necessary flexibility to accurately define semantic 

mappings of variables.  For instance, different organizations typically maintain different 

rules and standards for storage of their business data, and there are instances of such da-

tabases being poorly designed, and/or without data models. Platform independent data-

bases that target the global marketplace have also emerged in recent years. The variability 

of the quality of such data sources leads to the risk that the semantic flow of the data (as 

per their relationships) is not in a fixed direction. In order to increase the probability of dis-

covering correlated clusters, in this thesis, we applied a ‘multi-faceted ontology-based 

cluster mapping’ strategy. The overarching objective is to develop the ontological domain 

information as represented in its tables, attributes and tuples, in multiple facets (arrange-

ments), instead of by a predetermined order. The aim is also to capture the flow of mean-

ingful semantic data and to concurrently construct self-expanding hierarchical semantic 

tree structures, which is crucial for high quality data linkage.  

 

In this thesis, we have described methods for constructing three different kinds of rep-

resentations: sequential; parallel; and mixed facets. A sequential facet aims to classify da-

ta based on the ontological findings of table level clusters, followed by attribute level clus-

ters and then tuple level clusters. A parallel facet does not prioritize any sequence order, 

and equally classifies data based on the chance of finding pairs within table level clusters; 

within attribute level clusters or within tuple level clusters. A mixed facet classifies data 

through combined cross referencing at the table, attribute and tuple cluster levels. The ob-

tained results are further narrowed down in order to discover candidate keys, primary 

keys, foreign keys, and partially related keys. These results can be integrated with IBM or 

Microsoft’s Query-by-Example (QBE) tools with the aim to make sensible queries that dis-

cover meaningful and accurate (data) facts. 
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1.3. Research Background 

 

The problem of extracting semantic structures from heterogeneous databases can be ad-

dressed at different levels of complexity. Pure semantic based extraction, using thesauri 

based dictionaries, presents one extreme [2, 9]. Problem formulation based on syntactic 

approaches presents the other extreme. In general, many sophisticated data linkage tech-

niques have been applied which can be broadly classified into deterministic, probabilistic 

and modern approaches [2]. In the past, iterative techniques have constantly been pro-

posed, such as ‘Iterative Deduplication’ [10], ‘Parallel Linkage’ [11], and ‘DNA Sequence’ 

[12]. Findings suggest that they may produce accurate results, but that it comes with an 

additional cost. The advantages of these techniques include decreasing false positive 

rates, but can be expensive computationally; the similarity comparison is not limited to at-

tribute comparisons only; and it has to cope with continuously updated distance metrics, 

as each new duplicate correlation is discovered.  

 

Michel Gagnon [13] proposed a local to global ontology mapping method for integrat-

ing data sources. While this technique helps to achieve a global ontology picture, it does 

not make use of schema mapping strengths and does not have the capacity to understand 

tuples. The authors in [14] and [15] have proposed global schema mapping as a resolution 

for data linkage. However, schema mapping by itself is not sufficient [2] and is not a pana-

cea to the identification of semantic structures of unrelated databases.  

 

CORDS [16] constitutes a substantial contribution to quality query-based approaches. 

CORDS discovers correlations and soft functional dependencies through an automated 

process, using column pairs. CORDS creates column groups through a series of process-

es that include enumeration of candidate pairs; elimination of unlikely candidates; and sta-

tistical analysis to identify correlations. Unfortunately, CORDS primarily uses relational da-

tabase architecture and it performs pair-wise attribute matching instead of pursuing a 

structural level approach. Pair-wise attribute matching is highly expensive when applied to 

large volumes of unrelated databases, and does not discover semantic mappings.  

 

iDisc [5] creates database representations using a multi-process learning technique. 

Base clusters are used to uncover topical clusters, which are then aggregated through me-

ta-clustering. The advantage of the iDisc framework is that it supports the extension of ex-
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isting clusters and representations. However, the iDisc approach doesn’t support reason-

ing based mapping (which in itself could be described as a cumbersome approach).The 

iDisc approach also doesn’t consider the building of ontological structure mapping trees.  

 

In this research, we introduce a multi-faceted classification technique for performing 

structural analysis on knowledge domain clusters, using a novel Ontology Guided Data 

Linkage (OGDL) framework [1]. The framework supports self-organization of contributing 

databases through the discovery of structural dependencies, by performing multi-level ex-

ploitation of ontological domain knowledge relating to tables, attributes and tuples. The 

framework thus automates the discovery of schema structures across unrelated data-

bases, based on the use of direct and weighted correlations between different ontological 

concepts, using our proposed h-gram (hash gram) record matching technique for concept 

clustering and cluster mapping. We demonstrate the feasibility of our OGDL prototype and 

algorithms through a set of accuracy, performance and scalability experimental tests run 

on real-world data, and show that our system runs in polynomial time and performs well in 

practice.  

  

This research will then introduce OGDL framework’s advancement towards clinical risk 

management success indicator development, which consists of clinical risk factors com-

bined with clinical resource and intervention factors that have shown to be associated with 

good and safe patient outcomes and with quality health care. The aim is to introduce a 

novel primitive upper ontology for semantic interoperability of health data and subsequent 

clinical risk management, and use it to map patient case data to reason about problems 

and solutions. Our experiments are performed on the Australian emergency medicine clin-

ical trial datasets, and demonstrate the creation of a new risk management approach using 

semantic interoperability and reasoning. This work has applicability to eHealth applications 

for dynamic clinical decision-support; and for equitable health service planning, funding 

and delivery. This research is significant for stakeholders of health improvement and 

health service provision.  It also has wider applicability of semantic web based collabora-

tive risk management with real-world real-time dynamic data flow, supported by artificial 

intelligence. 
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1.4. Research Contributions 

 

The main contributions of this thesis include: 

 

1. The first contribution of this research addresses our approach towards data uncer-

tainty and data cleaning. In order to perform a successful data linkage between dis-

parate noisy datasets, the data needs to be organized in a format that supports us-

er-friendly access to different sets and subsets of data. Prior to the data linkage 

process, the proposed data uncertainty process organizes variable datasets into a 

uniform representation. We introduce a novel Multi-Modular Neural Networks, using 

the process of ranking and classifying ontological characteristics in multiple mod-

ules. 

 
2. The second contribution of this research is our newly proposed h-gram (hash gram) 

record matching technique [79]. The h-gram record matching is highly significant 

and advances set-of-sets technique [8] by extending the features of scale based 

hashing and n-gram techniques. The peculiarity of h-gram matching is that it allows 

for multiple level of detailed analysis and is not limited to any range of data type or 

size. h-gram matching is an interactive technique supporting users to build their 

own data linkage models by tuning system parameters.  

 

3. The third contribution is the introduction of our OGDL framework. The OGDL 

framework creates multi-layer clusters within each sample set, based on its ontolog-

ical essence. The clusters self-expand through the application of a multi-faceted 

cluster mapping strategy, applied on a global spectrum. The framework results are 

further drilled-down to create schema structures. The resulting schema structures 

can easily be integrated in existing data mining tools to enhance knowledge discov-

ery. Our contribution presents an extensive evaluation of the OGDL framework as 

applied to real-world databases in experimental tests for accuracy, performance 

and scalability analysis.  

 
4. The fourth contribution is the extension of OGDL framework [1] through a novel 

First-Order Logic Primitive (with less than 100 elements) Upper Ontology for Risk 

Management, (FLORM), to support development of a risk knowledge repository; 

and to enable semantic reasoning to deliberate consensus on improved success 
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and risk indicators. We extend OGDL to extract semantic cluster patterns of past 

evidence of resource and intervention success for specific problems from the 

knowledge repository, which is organized through FLORM in a problem-solution 

framework. This enables machine learning of data driven composite holistic suc-

cess indicators from the knowledge repository, as an integration of risk indicators 

with successful resource and intervention indicators. This is significant for an evi-

dence-based approach to risk management. 

 

Our research can benefit data managers, researchers, or analysts, for a variety of pur-

poses, including optimized multi-domain knowledge representation, as it doesn’t require a 

data structure or complex query knowledge. We have addressed high computational over-

heads through a multi-layer strategy which significantly reduces the amount of data con-

sidered for comparison at subsequent stages, and which enables cluster self-expansion 

through the construction of ontology guided data linkage structures.  

 

Furthermore, our research can be directly applied by the health service planning and 

management professionals, and health workers, as an introduction to a new approach to 

collaborative optimised preventive risk management, using a semantic web based collabo-

ration platform for risk management. The approach has wider applicability to public and 

environmental risk management.  
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1.5. Dissertation Organization 

 

The thesis organisation is shown in Figure 1.4. 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Thesis organisation 

 

 

The introduction chapter introduces Data Linkage and its applications, challenges, and 

problems in the domain. It also describes the motivations of this research and the method-

ologies used in this research. Our contributions are summarised in the introduction. 

 

In Chapter 2, we give a literature survey of research in Data Linkage. The purpose for 

this survey is to establish a basic understanding of Data Linkage, and to discuss the back-

ground to our research. Particularly, we focus on the literature related to the work in this 

thesis, including the topics of SQL based Matching, Exact Matching and Approximate 

Matching algorithms. Their efficiency, functionality and limitations are critically analysed. 
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In Chapter 3, a new record matching functionality h-gram (hash gram) technique and 

its corresponding implementation in Data Linkage is proposed. Intuitive examples and ex-

perimental results in terms of the accuracy and performance are also provided.  

 

In Chapter 4, we describe our approach to resolve the research problem by introduc-

ing the Ontology Guided Data Linkage (OGDL) Framework. We start by showing the func-

tionality of Data Uncertainty analysis as part of the data preparation stage. For this, a real 

life classification case (The World Bank [24]) is used to demonstrate how our approach 

can be utilised and evaluated. We then formally introduce the data linkage problem 

through our new framework. We discuss the overall experimental design of the experi-

mental technique. We then illustrate performing semantic queries on the obtained results.  

 

In Chapter 5, we introduce OGDL framework’s advancement towards clinical risk 

management. We provide a data driven approach to holistic dynamic clinical success indi-

cator development for Best-Practice Evidence-Based Decision-Support at the Point of 

Care. We propose a new approach to derive composite data driven clinical success indica-

tors from a clinical trial dataset, and compare the results with published indicators from 

existing clinical guidelines. We propose that data driven clinical risk and related resource 

and implementation indicators be identified through machine learning of past evidence. 

Our approach can support data integration in a knowledge repository with greatly en-

hanced data mining capacity, and can enable user-friendly First Order Logic querying to 

extract meaningful facts without expert IT knowledge and skills. 

 

In Chapter 6, we introduce our conclusions and recommendations for future work in 

which some potential future research directions are discussed in detail.  
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1.6. Summary 

 

In this chapter, we have briefly introduced the concept of “Data Linkage” and indicate its 

important role in information extracting semantic structures at different levels. Our contri-

butions to the Data Linkage are outlined. In the following chapter, we will step into under-

standing the state-of-the-art in Data Linkage and recommend future directions. We will in-

vestigate methods which are able to work in different circumstances so that we can im-

prove the effectiveness and efficiency of the data linkage problem. 
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Chapter 2                                                                    
A Literature Review of Data Linkage 

 

2.1. Taxonomy of Data Linkage Approaches 

 

Different techniques have been presented by researchers [18, 32, 34, 35, 43, and 77] in 

multiple areas which argue that the need, task, and type of linkage to be performed will 

define the involved steps. Other techniques such as the Statistic New Zealand [48] lean 

toward the idea that data linkage will always require manual preliminary steps such as da-

ta classification, sampling and missing observation detection. However, the fundamental 

problem that arises each time in performing data linkage on large volumes of heterogene-

ous databases is to discover all possible relationships based on matching similar tuple 

values that might exist between different table attributes [1]. 

 

In this chapter, we survey on techniques that exist in performing approximate data 

linkage based on their approach rationale. We compare the advantages and disad-

vantages of current approaches for solving data linkage problem in multiple ways. Our 

analysis of existing techniques as depicted in Figure 2.1 will show that there is room for 

substantial improvement within the current state-of-the-art and we recommend techniques 

where further improvements can be made. 

 

2.1.1. SQL Matching Strategies 

SQL Matching techniques [14, 21, 22, 23, 25 and 26] perform data linkage using simple 

SQL-LIKE commands and SQL Extensions. The advantage of SQL matching techniques is 

that they help in performing quick data linkage across databases. However, they do not 

perform well in cases where comparison and identification of data structures need to be 

performed on large databases containing noisy data without proper unique keys, foreign 

key relationships, indexes, constraints, triggers, or statistics. Another drawback of the SQL 

matching process is that it performs |m| x |n| time’s column match where m and n are the 

total tuple counts in two different databases, resulting in a very slow, expensive and tedi-

ous process. 
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A variation of SQL Matching includes extending query syntax functionalities to perform 

data linkage. The proposed SQL-LIKE Command languages [22, 23 and 26] handle data 

transformation, duplicate elimination and cleaning processes supported by regular SQL 

Query and a proposed execution engine. However, these techniques demand users to 

have significantly advanced SQL scripting skills and proposed extended functionalities 

along with sound domain knowledge. Thus, syntax based SQL matching techniques are 

proven to be less attractive in real world scenarios [22].  

 

 

 

 

Research communities have also stressed Schema Pattern Matching [21 to 26] and 

SQL Querying [27, 28]. Schema Pattern Matching uses database schema to devise clues 

as to the semantic meaning of the data. Constraints are used to define requirements, gen-
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erated by hand or through a variety of tools. However, the main problems with Schema 

Pattern Matching are insufficiency and redundancy. SQL Querying, on the other hand, us-

es a SQL query language along with the conceptual modelling extensions such as the Re-

source Description Framework (RDF) [27, 28] to define matching criteria. Difficulties arise 

when restrictions eliminate the discovery of possible matches. More relaxed queries use a 

structure-free mechanism by applying a tree pattern query; however, tree-pattern queries 

are highly inaccurate due to a high incidence incorrect manual identification of relation-

ships [29]. 

 

2.1.2. Exact Matching Strategies 

Unlike SQL Matching, Exact Matching techniques give more insight into the content and 

meaning of schema elements [25]. Exact matching uses a unique identifier present in both 

datasets being compared. The unique identifier can only be linked to one individual item, 

or an event (for example, a driver’s license number). The Exact Matching technique is 

helpful in situations where the data linkage to be performed belongs to one data source. 

For example, consider a company with a recent system crash willing to perform data link-

age between the production data source file and the most recent tape backup file to trace 

transactions. In such situations, Exact Matching would likely suffice in performing data 

linkage. A specific variation of exact matching discovered In this research is the Squirrel 

System [31], using a declarative specification language, ISL, to specific matching criteria 

which will match one record in a given table, with one record in another table. However, 

exact matching approach leaves no room for uncertainty; records are either classified as a 

match or as a non-match. Problems often arise when the quality of the variables does not 

sufficiently guarantee the unique identifier is valid [16]. Exact matching comparison does 

not suffice for matching records when the data contains errors, for example typographical 

mistakes, or when the data have multiple representations, such as through the use of ab-

breviations or synonyms [10]. 

 

2.1.3. Approximate Matching Strategies 

Approximate Matching is a highly recommended, state-of-the art, alternative approach to 

exact matching. Approximate matching is also known as the probabilistic approach [34 to 

36] within the research community. In approximate matching techniques, data linkage is 

performed on a likelihood basis (i.e. performing matching based on the success threshold 

ratio). Output results can vary in different formats such as “match, possible match, and 
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non-match” basis, Boolean type true or false match basis, nearest and outermost distance 

match basis, discrete or continuous match basis etc. Variations in approximate matching 

technique include statistical and probabilistic solutions for similarity matching. Attention 

has also been drawn to approximate matching techniques from different research arenas, 

including statistical mathematics and bio-medical sciences. Due to the variety of proposed 

approaches and the level of attributes match, we have further classified approximate 

matching techniques into attribute level matching and structure level matching groups.  

 

This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2.2, we briefly discuss the multitude of 

Approximate Matching techniques in the areas of attributes; in section 2.3 we discuss ap-

proximate matching approaches at structure level; and in section 2.4 we discuss our con-

clusions and recommendations for future work. 

 

2.2. Data Linkage: Attribute Level Matching 

 

Attribute Matching, also known as Field Matching [35] and Static String Similarity [36] 

deals with one-to-one match across different data sources. A challenging task of attribute 

matching is to perform data linkage across data sources by comparing similar matching 

records with the assumption that the user is aware of the database structure. Individual 

record fields are often stored as strings, meaning that functions which accurately measure 

the similarity of two strings are important for deduplication [36]. In the following subsec-

tions, we describe attribute matching methodologies and discuss the efficiency of each. 

 

2.2.1. Linguistic similarity 

Linguistic techniques focus on phonetic similarities between strings. The rationale behind 

this approach is that while strings may be similar phonetically, they may have different 

characters to locate potential matches. Soundex [34] is the most widely known in this area, 

and uses codes to define letters, remaining non-coded letters are used as separators. In 

addition, Soundex checks for identical codes (A, E, I, O, U and Y) without separators. 

Through the Soundex rules, a possible match is determined or denied. Advantages of lin-

guistic techniques include the exposure of about 2/3 of spelling variations [25, 32, and 34]. 

However, linguistic methods are not equally effective from one ethnicity to the next. Lin-

guistic based techniques are designed for Caucasians, and works on most other ethnici-

ties, but largely fails on East Asian names due to the phonetic differences. NYSIIS im-
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proves upon this by maintaining vowel placement and converting all vowels to the letter A. 

Nonetheless, it is still not perfectly accurate and performs best on surnames and not on 

other types of data [34].  

 

2.2.2. Rule/Regular expression 

The Rule / Regular expression [40] approach uses rules or set of predefined regular ex-

pressions and perform matching on tuples. Regular Expression Pattern as proposed in 

[40] is more flexible than regular expression alone, which is built from alphabetical ele-

ments. This is also because the Regular Expression Pattern is built from patterns over a 

data element, allowing the use of constructs such as “wildcards” or pattern variables. Reg-

ular Expression Pattern is quite useful when manipulating strings, and can be used in con-

junction with basic pattern matching. However, the problem with this approach lies in the 

fact that it is relatively domain specific and tends to only work well on strings.  

 

2.2.3. Ranking 

Ranking [15, 41] methods determine preferential relationships and have been more recent-

ly recognized by researchers as a necessary addition to structure based matching tech-

niques. Search engines have used ranking methods for some time, such as Google’s 

PageRank, despite such algorithms not suited for matching noisy data due to their poor 

connectivity and lack of referrals [15]. Therefore, ranking extensions which simultaneously 

calculate meaning and relevance are researched. Thus far, only a few ranking methods 

have been proposed including induction logic programming, probabilistic relational kernel, 

and complex objects ranking [15, 41]. 

 

2.2.4. String distance 

String distance methods, also known as character-based similarity metrics [34] are used to 

perform data linkage based on the cost associated within the comparing strings. The cost 

is estimated on the number of characters which needs to be inserted, replaced or deleted 

for a possible string match. For example, Figure 2.2 shows the cost associated in editing 

string “Aussie” to “Australian” (the “+” sign shows addition, the “-“ sign shows deletion, and 

the “x” sign shows replacement): 
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Experimental results in [34] have shown that the different distance based methodolo-

gies discovered so far are efficient under different circumstances. Some of the commonly 

recommended distance based metrics include Levenstein distance, Needleman-Wunsch 

distance, Smith-Waterman distance, Affine-gap distance, Jaro metric, Jaro and Jaro-

Winkler metric, Q-gram distance, and positional Q-grams distance. Through the various 

methods, costs are assigned to compensate for pitfalls in the system. Yet, overall, string 

distance pattern is most effective for typographical errors, but is hardly useful outside of 

this area [34]. 

 

2.2.5. Term frequency 

Term frequency [43] approach determines the frequency of strings in relation and to favour 

matches of less common strings, and penalizes more common strings. The Term frequen-

cy methods allow for more commonly used strings to be left out of the similarity equation.  

TF-IDF [43] (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) is a method using the com-

monality of the term (TF) along with the overall importance of the term (IDF).  TF-IDF is 

commonly used in conjunction with cosine similarity in the vector space model. Soft TF-

IDG [44] adds similar token pairs to the cosine similarity computation. According to the re-

searchers in [44], TF-IDF can be useful for similarity computations due to its ability to give 

proportionate token weights. However, this approach fails to make distinctions between 

the similarity level of two records with the same token or weight, and is essentially unable 

to determine which record is more relevant. 

 

2.2.6. Range pattern 

Range pattern matching returns a Boolean style true or false result if the specified tuples 

fall within the specified range. Similarity or dissimilarity is determined when the elements of 

the data are compared against the predetermined range. Range matching will return a 0 or 

1, with 0 being false and 1 being true. Range pattern matching is often used as an expan-

sion of an algorithm to filter results. For example, TeenyLIME [45] expands upon LIME by 

adding range pattern capabilities, giving TeenyLIME the ability to define the range of its 

results. A drawback of the range pattern approach is that it is often not powerful enough to 

A U S S I E T R A L I A N 

Figure 2.2: This is asimpleexampleofstringdistancetechniqueforeditingstring“Aussie”

to“Australian”. 
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perform matching without a high level of query knowledge. For example, if a query is made 

to search for nearby locations, an optimal range is often not given or is defined by words 

having various meanings, causing range pattern matching to produce inaccurate results.  

 

2.2.7. Numeric distance 

Numeric distance methods are used to quickly perform data linkage on tuples that contains 

numerical values but don’t require complex string character-style comparison. Hamming 

distance [46], for example, is used for numeric values such as zip codes, and counts the 

variations between two records. Due to the limitations of numeric data type constraints, it 

has not received much attention. Numeric distance methods can be best used in combina-

tion of other techniques. 

 

2.2.8. Token matching 

Token based matching compare fields by ignoring the ordering of the tokens (words) within 

these fields. Token based approach use tokenization to perform matching, which is the 

separation of strings into a series of tokens. It assigns a token to each word in the string 

and tries to perform matching by ignoring token order and by performing similar match. 

The token based approach attempts to compensate for the inadequacies of character-

based metrics, specifically the inability to detect word order arrangement. A tokenizer per-

forms the operation, taking into account characters, punctuation marks, blank spaces, 

numbers, and capitalisation. Token based methods count a string as a word set, and ac-

commodates duplicates. For example, Cosine Similarity [38] is used to perform data link-

age based on record strings, irrespective of word ordering within the string. The Cosine 

Similarity methods are effective over a range of entry types, and also have the advantage 

of considering word location to allow for swapping of word positions. For data containing a 

large amount of text, the token based matching works quite well, as it can handle repeat-

ing words. The optimising token based approach has typically included aggregation of dif-

ferent sources. A potential drawback is that token based matching does not store sub-

string order and can predict false matches.   

 

2.2.9. Weight pattern 

Weight pattern also referred to as Scoring [47], is applied on matching strings to return a 

numerical weight; a positive weight for agreeing values and a negative weight for disagree-

ing values. As two records are compared, the system assigns a weight value for similarity 
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comparison. Composite weight [48] is a summation of all the field weights for a record, 

which multiplies the probabilities of each value. Reliability of the information, commonality 

of the values, and similarity between the values are considered in determining weight. De-

terminations are made by calculating the “m” probability (reliability of data) and the “u” 

probability (the commonness of the data). For example, IDF weights consider how often a 

particular value is used. After weights are determined for all the data, cut-off thresholds are 

set to determine the comparison range. Unfortunately, weight pattern techniques do not 

perform well when there are data inconsistencies. True matches may have low weights, 

and non-matches may have high weights as a result of simple data errors [48].  

 

2.2.10. Gram sequence 

Gram sequence based techniques compare the sequence of grams of one string with the 

sequence of grams of another string. n-grams is a gram based comparison function which 

calculates the common characters in a sequence, but is only effective for strings that have 

a small number of missing characters [46]. For example, the strings “Uni” and “University” 

have the same 2-gram {un, ni}. q-gram [85] involves generating short substrings of length 

q using a sliding window at the beginning and end of a string [85]. The q-gram method can 

be used in corporate databases without making any significant changes to the database 

itself [85]. Theoretically, two similar strings will share multiple q-grams. Positional q-grams 

record the position of q-grams within the string [14]. Danish and Ahy in [85] proposed to 

generate q-grams along with various processing methods such as substrings, joins, and 

distance. Unfortunately, the gram sequence approach is only efficient for short string com-

parison and becomes complex, expensive and unfeasible for large strings [85].  

 

2.2.11. Blocking 

Blocking [46] techniques separate tuple values into set of blocks/groups. Within each of 

these blocks, comparisons are made. Sorted Neighborhood is a blocking method which 

first sorts and then slides a “window” over the data to make comparisons [46]. BigMatch 

[51] used by the U.S. Census Bureau, is another blocking technique. BigMatch identifies 

pairs for further processing through a more sophisticated means. The blocking function 

assigns a category for each record and identical records are given the same category. The 

disadvantage of the blocking method is that it will not work for records which have not 

been given the same category [18, 25, and 34]. 
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2.2.12. Hashing 

Hashing methods convert attributes into a sequence of hash values which are compared 

for similarity matching between different sets of strings. Hashing methods require conver-

sion of all the data to find the smallest hash value, which could be a costly approach. Set-

of-sets [8] is a hashing based data matching technique which works reasonably well in 

smaller string matching scenarios. The set-of-sets technique proposed in [8] divides 

strings into 3-grams and assigns a hash value to each tri-gram. Once hash values are as-

signed and placed in a hash bag, only the lowest matching hash values are considered for 

matching. Unfortunately, this technique doesn’t yield accurate results when dealing with 

variable length strings and uses traditional hashing which results in completely different 

hash values for even a small variation [79]. Furthermore, the Set-of-sets requires conver-

sion of all the data prior to comparison in order to find the smallest hash value, which could 

be a costly approach. To overcome this disadvantage, the h-gram (hash gram) method 

was proposed in [79] to address the deficits of the set-of-sets technique, by extending the 

n-gram technique; utilizing scale based hashing; increasing matching probability; and by 

reducing the cost associated in storage of hash codes.  
 

2.2.13. Path sequence 

The path sequence approach such as in [37] examines the label sequences, and com-

pares them to the labelled data. The distance is measured by determining the similarity 

between the last elements of a path. The prefix can be considered, but this only affects the 

result to a certain degree, and becomes less relevant with increasing distance between the 

prefix and the end of the sequence. 

 

2.2.14. Conditional substrings 

Substring matching such as in [53] expands upon string-based techniques by adding sub-

string conditions to string algorithms. Distance measurements are calculated for the speci-

fied substring, in which all substring elements must satisfy the distance threshold. A fre-

quent complication related to conditional substring based matching involves the estimation 

of the size of intersection among related substrings. Clusters and q-grams, which are 

commonly used in string estimation, are not applicable in substring based techniques, be-

cause substring elements are often dissimilar. As a result, substring matching is hindered 

by an abundance of possibilities, which must all be considered.  
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2.2.15. Fuzzy matrix 

Fuzzy Matrix [32, 60] places records in the form of matrices and apply fuzzy matching 

techniques to perform record matching. Commonly used by social scientists to analyse 

behavioural data, the fuzzy matrix technique is also applicable to many other data types. 

When considering a fuzzy set, a match is not directly identified as positive or negative. In-

stead, the match is considered on its degree level of agreement with the relevant data. As 

a result, a spectrum is created which identifies all levels of agreement or truth. 

 

2.2.16. Thesauri matching 

Thesauri based matching attempts to integrate two or more thesauruses. A thesaurus is a 

kind of lexicon to which some relational information has been added, containing hyponyms 

which give more specific conceptual meaning. WordNet [27, 32, and 52] is a public domain 

lexical database, or thesaurus, which makes its distinctions by grouping words into sets of 

synonyms; it is often used in thesauri matching techniques. Falcon and DSSim [52] are 

thesauri based matching tools which incorporate lexicons, edit-distance and data struc-

tures. LOM [32] is a lexicon-based mapping technique using four methods (whole term, 

word constituent, synset, and type matching) in an attempt to reduce the required amount 

of human labor, but does not guarantee any level of accuracy. While Thesauri based ap-

proaches can be extremely useful in merging conceptual, highly descriptive information; 

they can be incredibly complex and difficult to automate to a significant degree; and hu-

man experts are typically required to quality assure the relationships [27]. Thesauri match-

ing algorithms must consider the best balance between precision and recall. 

 

2.3. Data Linkage: Structure Level Matching 

 

Structure level matching is used when the records being matched need to be fetched from 

a combination of records (i.e. when attempting to match noisy tuples across different do-

mains, and requiring more than one match). Grouped attribute matching techniques per-

form data matching, with the main intuition that the grouping of attributes into clusters fol-

lowed by performing matching provides a deeper analysis of related content and semantic 

structure. This process was initially considered for discovering candidate keys and de-

pendent keys. However, one of the biggest challenges involved in this process has been 

the large number of combinations required for grouping attributes and performing data 

matching between these groups, which can be costly and time consuming [25, 32, 34 and 
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37]. Large scale organisations such as Microsoft and IBM have introduced Performance 

Tuner tools for indexing combined attributes on which queries are frequently executed. 

Unfortunately, these tools are suited to Database Developers / DBA’s who have sound 

knowledge in executing SQL queries and is not ideal for novice users. As such, research 

has taken new direction by classifying multiple structure level techniques that require 

matching across multiple attributes. We have classified these techniques in the following 

subsections. 

 

2.3.1. Iterative pattern 

Iterative pattern is the process of repeating a step multiple times (or making “passes”) until 

a match is found based on similarity scores and blocking variables (variables set to be ig-

nored for similarity comparison). The Iterative approach uses attribute similarity, while 

considering the similarity between currently linked objects. For example, the Iterative pat-

tern method will consider a match of “John Doe” and “Jonathan Doe” as a higher probabil-

ity if there is additional matching information between the two records (such as a spouse’s 

name and children’s names). The first part of the process is to measure string distance, 

followed by a clustering process. Iterative pattern methods have proven to detect dupli-

cates that would have likely been missed by other methods [54]. The gains are greater 

when the mean size of the group is larger, and smaller when the mean size is smaller. 

Disadvantages surface when distinctive cliques do not exist for the entities or if references 

for each group appear randomly. Additionally, there is also the disadvantage of cost, as 

the Iterative pattern method is computationally quite expensive [54].   

 

2.3.2. Tree pattern 

Tree pattern is based on decision trees with ordered branches and leaves. The nodes are 

compared based on the extracted tree information. CART and C.5 are two widely-known 

decision tree methods which create trees through an extensive search of the available var-

iables and splitting values [55]. A Tree pattern starts at the root node and recursively parti-

tions the records into each node of the tree and creates a child to represent each partition. 

The process of splitting into partitions is determined by the values of some attributes, 

known as splitting attributes, which are chosen based on various criteria. The algorithm 

stops when there are no further splits to be made. Hierarchical verification through trees 

examines the parent once a matching leaf is identified. If no match is found within the par-

ent, the process stops; otherwise the algorithm continues to examine the grandparent and 
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further up the tree [37]. Suffix trees such as DAWG [37] build the tree structure over the 

suffixes of S, with each leaf representing one suffix and each internal node representing 

one unique substring of S. DAWG has additional feature of failure links added in for those 

letters which are not in the tree. Disadvantages of Tree pattern lies in lengthy and time 

consuming process with manual criteria often needed for splitting. 
 

2.3.3. Sequence pattern 

Sequence pattern methods perform data linkage based on sequence alignment. This 

technique attempts to simulate a sequential alignment algorithm, such as the BLAST 

(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) [12] technique used in Biology. The researchers 

compared the data linkage problem with the gene sequence alignment problem for pattern 

matching, with the main motivation to use already invented BLAST tools and techniques. 

The algorithm translates record string data into DNA sequences, while considering the rel-

ative importance of tokens in the string data [12]. Further research in the Sequence pattern 

area have exposed variations based on the type of translation used to translate strings into 

DNA Sequence (i.e. weighted, hybrid, and multi-bit BLASTed linkage) [12]. BLASTed link-

age has advantages through the careful selection of one of its four variations, as each var-

iation performs well on specific types of data. Unfortunately, sequence pattern tends to 

perform poorly on particular data strings, depending upon the error rate, importance 

weight, and number of common tokens [12].  

 

2.3.4. Neighbourhood pattern 

The neighbourhood approach [7, 59] attempts to understand and measure distribution ac-

cording to their pattern match, and is a primary component in identifying statistical pat-

terns. By using the nearest neighbour approach, related data is able to be clustered even if 

it is specifically separated. The logic behind this approach is based on the assumption 

that, if clustered objects are similar, then the neighbours of clustered objects have a higher 

likelihood of also being similar. Neighbourhood pattern requires a number of factors that 

need to be carefully considered in order to determine pattern matches. 

 

2.3.5. Relational hierarchy 

Relational Hierarchy techniques use primary and foreign key relationships to understand 

related table content in order to perform data linkage. Relational hierarchy forms relation 

links which connect concepts within various categories. It breaks down the hierarchical 
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structure and the top-level structure contains children sets. The relational hierarchy tech-

nique compares and calculates the co-occurrence between tuples by measuring the over-

lap of the children sets. A high degree of overlap will indicate a possible relationship be-

tween the two top level categories [57]. Relational Hierarchy techniques are only effective 

when primary and foreign key relationships have been established. Raw data, without pre-

defined relationships, cannot be linked using this approach. 

 

2.3.6. Clustering / Feature extraction 

Clustering, also known as the Feature extraction method performs data linkage based on 

common matching criteria in clusters, so that objects in clusters are similar. Soft clustering 

[61], or probabilistic clustering, is a relaxed version of clustering which uses partial as-

signment of a cluster center. The SWOOSH [62] algorithms apply ICAR properties (idem-

potence, commutativity, associativity, representativity) to the match and merge function. 

With these properties and several assumptions, researchers introduced the brute force 

algorithm (BFA), including the G, R and F SWOOSH algorithms [44]. SIMCLUST is anoth-

er similarity based clustering algorithm which places each table in its own cluster as a 

starting point and then works its way through all of the tables by consecutively choosing 

two tables (clusters) with the highest level of similarities. [5] proposed iDisc system which 

creates database representations through a multi-process learning technique. Base clus-

ters are used to uncover topical clusters which are then aggregated through meta-

clustering. Clustering in general can get extremely complex (such as forming clusters us-

ing semantics) and needs to be handled carefully while discovering relationships between 

matching clusters. 

 

2.3.7. Graphical statistic 

Graphical statistic is a semi-automated analysis based technique where data linkage is 

performed based on the results obtained on the graph. Such representations illustrate the 

topical database structure through tables. The referential relationship indicates an im-

portant linkage between two separate tables. Foreign keys within one table may refer to 

keys within the second table. However, problems with this technique often arise due to the 

fact that information on foreign keys is often missing [5].  
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2.3.8. Training based 

Training based technique is a manual approach where users are constantly involved in 

providing statistical data based on previous/future predictions. In [7], researchers present-

ed a two-step training approach using automatically selected, high quality examples which 

are then used to train a support vector machine classifier. The approach proposed in [7] 

outperforms k-means clustering, as well as other unsupervised methods. the Hidden Mar-

kov training model, or HMM, standardises name and address data as an alternative meth-

od to rule-based matching. Through use of lexicon-based tokenization and probabilistic 

hidden Markov models, the approach attempts to cut down on the heavy computing in-

vestment required by rule programming [64]. Once trained, the HMM can determine which 

sequence of hidden states was most likely to have emitted the observed sequence of 

symbols. When this is identified, the hidden states can be associated with words from the 

original input string. This approach seems advantageous in that it cuts down on time costs 

when compared to rule-based systems. However, this approach remains a lengthy pro-

cess, and has shown to run into significant problems in various areas. For instance, HMM 

confuses given, middle, and surnames, especially when applied to homogenous data. Fur-

thermore, outcomes proved to be less accurate than those of rule-based systems [64]. 

DATAMOLD [65] is a training-based method which enhances HMM. The program is seed-

ed with a set of training examples which allows the system to extract data matches. A 

common problem with training techniques is that it requires many examples to be effective; 

and the system will not perform without an adequate training set [55].  

 

2.3.9. Pruning / Filtering statistic 

Pruning statistic performs data linkage by trimming similar records on a top down ap-

proach. In [16], the data cleaning process of “deduplication” involves detecting and elimi-

nating duplicate records to reduce confusion in the matching process. For data which ac-

cepts a large number of duplicates, pruning, before data matching, simplifies the process 

and makes it more effective. A pruning technique proposed by Verykios [34] recommends 

pruning as on derived decision trees used for classification of matched or mismatched 

pairs. The pruning function reduces the size of the trees, improving accuracy and speed 

[34]. The pruning phase of CORDS [16] (which is further discussed in the statistical analy-

sis section) prunes non-candidates on the basis of data type, properties, pairing rules, and 

workload; such tasks are done to reduce the search space and make the process faster 

for large datasets. Pruning techniques [37] are based on the idea that it is much faster to 
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determine non-matching records than matching records, and therefore aim to eliminate all 

non-matching records which do not contain errors. However, the disadvantage of such 

techniques is that they are not suitable in identifying matches of any type, and must be 

combined with another matching technique.  

 

2.3.10. Enrichment pattern 

Enrichment patterns are a continuous improvement based technique which performs data 

linkage by enriching the similarity tasks on a case by case basis. An example of the en-

richment method is ALIAS [34], a learning-based system, designed to reduce the required 

amount of training material through the use of a “reject region”. Only pairs with a high level 

of uncertainty require labels. A method similar to ALIAS is created using decision trees to 

teach rule matching in [34]. OMEN [32] enriches data quality through the use of a Bayesi-

an Net, which uses a rule set to show related mappings. Semantic Enrichment [66] is the 

annotation of text within a document by sematic metadata, essentially allowing free text to 

be converted into a knowledge database through data extraction and data linking. Conver-

sion to a knowledge database can be through exact matching or by building hierarchical 

classifications of terms; text mining techniques allow annotation of concepts within docu-

ments which are subsequently linked to additional databases. Thesauri alignment [32, 52] 

based techniques are also considered as part of enrichment techniques because it com-

bines concepts and better defines the data. The problems associated with enrichment ap-

proach include substantial investment of time and the requirement for extensive domain 

knowledge.  

 

2.3.11. Multiple pattern 

The multiple pattern approach performs data linkage through the simultaneous usage of 

different matching techniques. This approach best fits when one does not know which 

technique performs better. The researchers in [31] use a multi approach which combines 

sequence matching, merging, and then exact matching. Febrl [67] is an open-source soft-

ware containing comparison, and record pair classifications. Febrl results are conveniently 

presented in a graphical user interface which allows the user to experiment with numerous 

other methods [67]. TAILOR [46] is another example which uses three different methods to 

classify records: decision tree induction, unsupervised k-means clustering, and a hybrid 

approach. GLUE [68] is yet another matching technique allowing for multiple matching 

methods. GLUE performs matching by first identifying the most similar concepts. Once 
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these concepts are identified, a multi-strategy learning approach allows user to choose 

from several similarity measures to perform the measurement. In our research, we have 

provided an extended multi-strategy approach through introducing Multi-Modular Neural 

Network [1, 79, and 106]; an ontology based learning approach for categorizing given data 

into predefined classes, based on similarities in their ontologies.  

 

2.3.12. Data constraints 

Data constraints, also known as internal structure based techniques, apply a data con-

straint filter to identify possible matches [43]. The constraint typically uses specific criteria 

of the data properties. This technique is not suited when used on its own, and performs 

best for the elimination of non-matches, as a pre-processing method before a secondary 

method, such as clustering. Furthermore, data constraints don’t handle the large number 

of uncertainties present within the data. Hence, adding constraints for each uncertainty is 

computationally infeasible.   

 

2.3.13. Taxonomy 

Taxonomy based methods use taxonomies, a core aspect of structural concepts which are 

largely used in file systems and in knowledge repositories [69]. This approach uses the 

nodes of taxonomy to define a parent/child relationship within the conceptual information 

and create classification. Using specified data constraints, the taxonomy of multiple data 

sources are evaluated into a technique known as structural similarity measure. For exam-

ple, in [70] researchers used a taxonomy mapping strategy to enrich WordNet with a large 

number of instances from Wikipedia, essentially merging the conceptual information from 

the two sources. As with similar methods, taxonomy based matching requires a significant 

degree of domain knowledge and performs with limited precision and inadequate recall.  

 

2.3.14. Hybrid match 

Hybrid techniques use a combination of several mapping methods to perform data match. 

A prime example of the hybrid method is described in [71], which uses a combination of 

syntactic and semantic comparisons. The rationale behind hybrid matching is that the se-

mantics alone is not sufficient to perform accurate matching and could be inconsistent. 

The hybrid solution consists of a hybrid of semantic and syntactic matching algorithms 

which considers individual components. The syntactic match uses a similarity score based 

on class, prefix and substring, and the semantic match uses a similarity score based on 
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cognitive measures such as LSA, Gloss Vector, and WordNet Vector. The information is 

aggregated and entered into a matrix and experts are used to determine domains within 

the selected threshold. 

 

2.3.15. Data extraction 

Data extraction primarily involves extracting semantic data. Data extraction can be per-

formed manually or with an induction and automatic extraction [72]. In [73], researchers 

used data recognisers to perform data extraction on the semantics of data. The recogniser 

method is aimed at reducing alignment after extraction, speeding up the extraction pro-

cess, reusing existing knowledge, and cutting down on manual structure creation. This ap-

proach is found to be effective for simple unified domains, but not for complicated, loosely 

unified domains. Another benefit of the data extraction technique is that, after the data is 

extracted, it can be handled as instances in a traditional database.  However, it generally 

requires a carefully constructed extraction plan by an expert in that specific knowledge 

domain [74]. 

 

2.3.16. Knowledge integration 

Knowledge integration techniques are used to enhance the functioning of structure level 

matching by integrating knowledge between data relationships to form a stronger concept 

base for performing data linkage [75]. Knowledge integration enhances query formulation 

when the information structure and data sources are not known, as highlighted in [76], and 

is becoming increasingly important in data matching processes as various data structures 

conceptualise the same concept in different ways, with resulting inconsistencies and over-

lapping material. Integration can be based on extensions or concepts, and is aimed at in-

demnifying inconsistencies and mismatches in the concepts. For example, the COIN tech-

nique [77] addresses data-level heterogeneities among data sources expressed in terms 

of context axioms and provides a comprehensive approach to knowledge integration. An 

extension of COIN is ECOIN, which improves upon COIN through its ability to handle both 

data-level and ontological heterogeneities in a single framework [77]. Knowledge integra-

tion is highly useful in medicine, to integrate concepts and information within various medi-

cal data sources. Knowledge integration involves the introduction of a dictionary to fill 

knowledge gaps, such as using distance-based weight measurement through Google [68]. 

For example, the Foundational Model of Anatomy is used as a concept roadmap to better 

integrate various medical data sources into unique anatomy concepts [68].  
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2.3.17. Data structures 

Data structures use structural information to identify match and reflect relationships. Infor-

mation properties are often considered and compared with concepts to make a similarity 

determination, while other variations of the data structure approach uses graphical infor-

mation to create similarities [68]. A drawback of the data structure based approach results 

from its consumption rate of resources; the process builds an “in-memory” graph contain-

ing paired concepts which can lead to memory overflow.  

 

2.3.18. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis techniques examine statistical measurements for determining term and 

concept relationships. Jaccard Similarity Coefficient [38] is a widely used statistical meas-

urement for comparing terms, which consider the extent of overlap between two vectors. 

The measurement is the size of the intersection, divided by the size of the union of the 

vector dimension sets. Considering the corpus, the Jaccard Similarity approach deter-

mines a match to be present if there is a high probability for both concepts to be present 

within the same section. For attribute matching, a match is determined if there is a large 

amount of overlap between values [38]. For example, CORDS [16] is a statistical matching 

tool, built upon B-HUNT, which locates statistical correlations and soft functional depend-

encies. CORDS searches for correlated column pairs through enumerating potentially cor-

relating pairs and pruning unqualified pairs. A chi-squared analysis is performed in order to 

locate numerical and categorical correlations. Unfortunately, statistical analysis methods 

are generally restricted to column pairs, and may not detect correlations where not all sub-

sets have been correlated [1, 18]. 
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2.4. Summary 

 

The data linkage approaches reviewed in this chapter represents a variety of linkage tech-

niques using different aspects of data. We discussed practical methods from two different 

angles, they are, Attribute level and Structure-level approaches. We showed that classifi-

cation of data into a single order does not provide the necessary flexibility for accurately 

defining data relationships. Furthermore, we found that the flow of data and their relation-

ships need not be in a fixed direction. This is because, when dealing with variable data 

sources, same sets of data can be ordered in multiple ways based on the semantics of 

tables, attributes and tuples. This is critical when performing data linkage. We proposed 

that one of the most promising approaches which can further be developed is the scale 

based hashing [79, 106] technique, as we see the uniformity of hashing as a base point for 

the development of a globally applicable hash code system.  

 

Through our analysis of the status quo we proved that the research should take a new 

direction to discover possible data matches, based on its inherent hierarchical semantic 

similarities. This approach is ideal for knowledge based data matching and query answer-

ing. We recommend faceted classification to classify data in multiple ways, to source se-

mantic information for accurate data linkage and other data intrinsic tasks. We recom-

mend, in response to the intricacy of this background research, that the data linkage re-

search community collaborate to benchmark existing data linkage techniques, as it is get-

ting increasingly complicated to convincingly and in a timely manner compare new tech-

niques with existing ones. 

 

In chapter 3, we will first deal with the problem of reducing the number of comparisons 

required for the data linkage process on a variety of data types and data sizes at various 

attribute levels. We will formally introduce our new hash gram (h-gram) record matching 

technique to deal with this problem.  

 

In chapter 4, we will consider the research problem of constructing a ‘knowledge 

based’ multi-faceted cluster mapping technique, which aims at extracting probable rela-

tionships between correlated data clusters on a structure level. We will formally introduce 

the linkage problem through our Ontology Guided Data Linkage (OGDL) framework and 

show how our algorithms can be applied to heterogeneous databases. 
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Chapter 3                                                                
Approximate Record Matching Using Hash Grams 

 

3.1. Data Translation 

 

The central problem that arises each time when attempting to link heterogeneous data-

bases is to perform Record Matching. Obviously, Record Matching is not a new issue. Effi-

cient and accurate Record Matching (also referred to as Data Matching, Instance Identifi-

cation, Record Linkage, De-duplication, Data Cleaning, Entity-Resolution and Merge 

Purge) has been a well-known problem within the research community [2, 34]. Due to its 

significant demand as such, much progress has been made in finding different logical and 

statistical ways to solve linkage problems. At the core of this issue lies in performing one-

to-one variable record matching. The computational expense derived from performing 

such a pair-wise record matching has been the main drawback of existing techniques es-

pecially when dealing with noisy data [5, 8, 14 and 18]. Approximate Matching is a highly 

recommended, state-of-the art, alternative approach to exact matching [34 to 36]. System-

atic engineering has emerged in recent years to build tools that use modern technologies 

with full, semi-automated or controlled based approaches, depending on the need and the 

area of research they are working on. Unfortunately, when attempting to perform record 

matching where there are inconsistencies in the data, implementation of these techniques 

is highly expensive, time consuming and limited to specific data spaces, without support 

for ad-hoc record matching [1].  

 

In conducting our research, we investigated the record-matching problem by analysing 

and performing experiments on thousands of real world data from a variety of sources [24, 

30, 33, 42, 49, 50, and 56], anticipating that the lack of a common domain and having in-

consistencies in data would effectively address the shortage of multi-domain experimenta-

tion in current research. An effective way to matching similar records is to transform given 

raw-data obtained from heterogeneous data sources into its equivalent measurable units 

or numerical facts. The advantage of such a transformation is to deal with record linkage 

problem by using a statistical approach. Any transformation technique we choose should 

ensure that it can accept any given data type. Moreover, in order to perform probabilistic 
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data matching, the transformation should guarantee the accuracy, performance and cor-

rectness and should preserve the data essence.  

 

In this chapter, we are going to introduce scale based gram hashing technique in order 

to assign and associate meaningful numerical equivalent hash codes to each data element 

(gram) that can assist in identifying similar data across multiple data sources. The ra-

tionale behind this approach is that “common hash codes have to be associated with 

common strings”, or in other words, “the similar records should have similar hash codes”. 

This technique overcomes the disadvantages of random-assignation hashing systems. 

Furthermore, the costs associated in running existing techniques are comparatively high 

when aiming at performing ad-hoc integration and to get approximate results in a timely 

manner. The proposed h-gram technique overcomes the disadvantages of existing tech-

niques and performs record matching in a quick and dirty process highly reducing the 

runtime cost and providing a way of getting approximate and reliable record matching re-

sults. 

 

3.1.1. Problem Statement 
Hashing is the process of assigning of numerical values (hash codes) to data and subse-

quently categorizing the data by the assigned code. Traditional hashing creates unique 

values for each variation in a string. In other words, traditional hashing will result in a com-

pletely different number sequence for even a small variation. For example, traditional 

hashing will assign a hash code of 231082007 for “invoice” and 1218906135 for “invoices” 

despite strings being nearly identical in spelling and meaning. As a result, traditional hash 

functions can produce an unmanageable number of values, rendering the method far too 

complex for universal use. 

 

In order to reach the creating describable aggregations from sets of heterogeneous 

raw data inputs, non-scaled entries (strings or sets of characters) must be converted into 

numerically-significant realities i.e. hashing the input entries before performing data match-

ing [8, 18]. The resulting hash codes (numerical facts) must preserve the original string’s 

essence, meaning that the results of comparing the hash codes should resemble the re-

sults of comparing the strings. In order to reduce the computationally expensive process of 

generating hash codes by preserving the string case, our proposed technique will treat any 
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given data as non-case sensitive. This assumption highly reduces the associated time and 

cost in order to get probabilistic results. 

 

3.1.2. Our Approach 
N-grams/Q-gram [34, 85] techniques calculate the distance between two substrings de-

fined by a length of n. The current problem with traditional n-gram lies in the abundance of 

hash values generated for each gram, making it extremely difficult to perform matches (or 

likely matches) in a timely manner [1, 2]. Higher values of n will yield more possible 

matches while lower values of n will yield increasingly fewer possible matches. Bigrams, 

where n = 2 has been used to calculate small spelling errors between two otherwise iden-

tical strings. Trigrams, where n = 3 has been used to identify duplicate records in biblio-

graphic records. The methods of n-grams are used in our algorithm to scale the level of 

detail in data analysis. 

 

Standard blocking techniques [5, 88, and 90] separate data into categories called 

blocks or ‘buckets’. Data comparisons are only made between records that fall within the 

same block. Another example of blocking is the Sorted Neighbourhood [7, 59] approach 

which initially sorts data, then follows with a sliding window technique that slides a prede-

fined “window” over a set amount of characters for the records that fall within the given 

block. The downside of these techniques is that they are costly when dealing with noisy 

data and are not efficient for retrieving probabilistic results [2, 79]. To overcome this prob-

lem, in our research, we employed probabilistic sliding window while generating grams and 

splitting larger strings into sub-string comparisons.  

 

Set-of-sets [8] is a data matching technique which works reasonably well in smaller 

string matching scenarios. The set-of-sets technique divides strings into 3-grams and as-

signs a hash value to each tri-gram. Once hash values are assigned and placed in the 

hash bag, only the lowest matching hash values are considered for matching. Unfortunate-

ly, our experimental results (see section 3.6) have shown that this technique doesn’t yield 

accurate results when dealing with variable length strings and uses traditional hashing 

which results in creating completely different hash values for even a small variation.  Fur-

thermore, the Set-of-sets requires conversion of all the data to find the smallest hash value 

which could be a costly approach.  
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Our proposed h-gram method will address the deficits in the set-of-sets [8] technique 

by extending n-gram method; utilizing scale based hashing; increasing matching probabil-

ity; and finally reducing the cost associated in storage of hash codes.  

 

3.2. Data Transformation 

 

Data Transformation is the process of transforming the given raw-data obtained from het-

erogeneous databases into its measurable units or numerical facts. This technique be-

comes extremely important especially when analyzing large volumes of string data type 

attributes to reduce associated time and costs. Hence, performing data linkage in the col-

lected samples from heterogeneous databases can be a complex process if we don’t have 

statistical measurements in place. Any transformation technique we choose should ensure 

that it can accept any given data types.  

 

Generating hash codes is a well-known process aimed at quickly transforming hash 

values for equality testing. The best way to meet the intended target (similar hash codes 

for similar words) independently upon the inputted string, its number of characters and the 

location of their constituent tuples ( “tri” in “tricycle” and in “geriatric”), is generating hash 

codes where both issues (number of characters and their position) are clearly identified. In 

other words, the number of characters and the location of their constituent tuples must be 

considered. In order to represent each gram value into its constituent numerical fact for 

similarity comparison, we transform string gram using scale based hashing such as [20] 

and considering only the first n number of hash digit values for probabilistic matching. Al-

ternatively, any kind of hashing method can be used as long as it meets the main point of 

purpose i.e. to return similar hash codes for similar strings. Table 3.1 lists examples of da-

ta transformation process performed on different strings with µ = 3 (where µ is the first n 

digits for consideration, set by the user) 

 
Table 3.1: Sample hash codes comparison using h-gram 

 

-1505962632 {john} ≈ -1505634957 {ojhn} 

-1100074170 {meke} ≈ -1099549882 {mike} 

-332410181 {ngram} ≈ -332409375 {xgram} 

 405195713 {4/11} ≈  405195712 {5/11} 

 133772777 {caf} 
 1699529035 {ffe} 

≈ 
≈ 

 133903849 {cof} 
 1699529035 {ffe} 
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The data transformation process is aimed at performing approximate record matching 

and we should expect a level of false positive matches with this technique. Nevertheless, 

the numerical realities obtained through our data transformation process when applied on 

large samples of data are quiet high and from the data linkage point of view, this technique 

highly reduces the number of comparisons required as detailed in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: h-gram record matching prototype 

 

3.3. Definitions and Notations 

 

The h-gram matching algorithm (see Algorithm 1) considers the estimation of a family of 

parameters for any given set of transformed data. In this section, we provide a detailed 

description of each of these parameters which can be configured by the ultimate user at 

run time in order to generate sets of hash grams as depicted in Figure 3.1. Given a set of 

transformed values, the h-gram algorithm applies these parameter settings and performs 

flexible iterations until the desired precision of the estimated matches are obtained. 

 

3.3.1. String sets 

String-sets        are the substrings the application will generate in sequence in order to 

split larger strings into an array of sub-strings using the given set of separators. The 

strings are considered for splitting into substrings only if the string exceeds the maximum 
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length 𝛾 (value set by the user). This step is required in order to reduce the cost associat-

ed in performing one-to-one long string matches at the same time preserving the string’s 

sequential essence. Suppose we have                   ordered words in a string   . 

Let               be the given set of separators. Let the minimum words count 𝛾 = 25. 

Then, the String-sets       are created by splitting into sets of sub-strings.  

 

      (          )  (          )                 

( 3-1) 

For example, consider we have two strings “Table 8.1–Secured housing finance 

commitments to individuals, ANNUAL” and “Table 8.2–Housing finance commitments to 

individuals, MONTHLY–Seasonally adjusted”. Let minimum words count 𝛾 = 3. Let 

"!@#$%^&*()_+-={}|\:""'?¿/.,<>’¡º×÷‘;«»[] " be the set of separators. Then the String-sets 

       are created as shown below. 

 

{

                 
                       
                      
                     

}  {

                 
                           
                          

                   

} 

( 3-2) 

3.3.2. N-gram variation 

N-gram variation is the variation in the number of characters that the application will ad-

vance when generating each gram. Let us assume that                 is the n-gram 

substring of string    starting at     position of length n, then the next n-gram substring in 

the sequence order is                   where   is the number of positions (variation) 

to be moved in addition to the given n-gram sequence order i.e. the number of forward 

character position advancements to be performed when moving to the next n-gram sub-

string.  

For example, consider two strings “The University of Western Australia” and “Universi-

ty of Notre Dame Australia”. Forming 4-gram substring sets with variation  =1 will create 

the following gram sets: 

 

                                                      

                                                  

 ( 3-3) 
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3.3.3. Error base 

Error base   is the optional percentage of error threshold that is to be tolerated when con-

sidering gram matches. Assume that      is the n-gram substring of string    and      is 

the n-gram substring of string   ,   is the acceptable margin of percentage error for per-

forming string similarity as shown below. 

 

                     
            

    
       

( 3-4) 

For example, assume that the error threshold for gram match is set to 3% and the 

hash code in consideration is -122 (for gram “The”). Then the error threshold to be tolerat-

ed for string similarity is between the upper limit and lower limit which is   -3.66 (i.e. 3% of 

-122). 

 

3.3.4. Pair-wise Dissimilarity Matching 

The dissimilarity calculations are performed between hash grams of any given two strings, 

or two strings sets or even between two sets of string sets in order to calculate dissimilarity 

ratios between hash grams. Consider two strings,            whose constituent partial hash 

codes are stored in the hash bags    (             )       (             ). If           is 

the largest array set count then, the dissimilarity          between the sets is calculated 

as shown in equation (3-5). The intuition is that the smaller the h-gram dissimilarity dis-

tance, the greater the similarity between two semantic entities. 

 

 (      )   

∑ (    
|   (  )    (  )|

   [   (  )    (  )]
)

         
   

         
 

(3-5)  

In order to keep our system more flexible, we have also included conditional pair-wise 

matching option. For strings having String-sets, the h-gram match can perform incremental 

pair-wise comparison (if opted) as illustrated in Figure 3.2 up to level σ. The intuition is to 

support partial string comparison and preservation of strings ontology [2, 78] as part of the 

matching process.  
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Ss1 Ss2 Ss3 Ss4

Ss1,Ss2 Ss1,Ss3 Ss1,Ss4 Ss2,Ss3 Ss2,Ss4 Ss3,Ss4

Ss1,Ss2,Ss3 Ss1,Ss2,Ss4 Ss1,Ss3,Ss4 Ss2,Ss3,Ss4

Ssn

 

 

Figure 3.2: Incremental Pair-Wise Comparison up to σ -level Count (default σ = 3,          

 , configuration value) 

 

Algorithm 1: HGramMatch (     ) 

h-gram record matching algorithm 

Input:  

  , Set of hash values of entity   ,                 

  , Set of hash values of entity   ,                 

Output: 

Returnsetsdissimilarityratioδ(     ) 

1:Letŋ=n-gram variation (see section 3.3.2) 

2:  Let     = error base threshold (see section 3.3.3) 

3:Letδ=dissimilarityratio (see section 3.3.4) 

// perform one-to-one sequential gram match without error threshold 

4: DO until next partial hash value    in    =  OR   in    =  

5:     Evaluate   (     ):=(   ~               ) 

6: SET dissimilarityratioδ(     )  

7: IF  δ=100%do 

8:    SET        = String-sets (see section 3.3.1) 

9:    FOR each String-set       DO 

         // perform extended n-gram match with acceptable error threshold 

10:    FOR each partial hash value    in    =  AND    in    =   DO 

11:        Evaluate     (     ):=(   ~             ) 

12:    Calculateδ:=δ+  (      )  

13: END IF 

14: RETURN δ 
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3.4.  Hash gram Record Matching 

 

 In order to reduce the number of comparisons required for string comparisons, h-gram 

algorithm performs record matching in two stages as shown in Algorithm 1. The Algorithm 

begins with a set of configurable parameters. Let ŋ be the n-gram variation (line 1),    be 

the error base threshold (line 2), and δ be the dissimilarity ratio (line 3). The algorithm be-

gins with a one-to-one sequential gram match (step 4) in which the hash grams are com-

pared in order to perform quick matches between records having minor errors such as ty-

pographical constraints, and formatting inconsistencies (step 5-6). Our experimental re-

sults have shown that with this technique, strings with slight variations are handled quickly. 

This approach is also useful to trace short hand notations such as “Jack” for “Jack Smith”, 

“Mike” for “Michael” etc. as shown in Figure 3.3. Another advantage of having this step is 

that it significantly reduces the time required to compare possible attribute values such as 

“Customer Name” column with a “Patient Name” column etc. 

 

jac 537

smi -981

ith 584

jo -840

smi -981

ith 584

String 1 Keys String 2 Keys

Jack Smith Jo Smith  

 

Figure 3.3: One-by-One sequential gram comparison for “JackSmith”vs.“JoSmith” 

 

 

In case the system finds 100% dissimilarity between hash sets (step 7), the system 

calculates dissimilarity between sets of hash grams (step 8-9). The evaluations are made 

between hash grams of each of these string subsets (step 10). The accumulated dissimi-

larity is calculated and evaluated against acceptable dissimilarity threshold (step 11-14). 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of performing extended n-gram based comparison between 

strings “The University of Western Australia” and “University of Notre Dame Australia”. In 

the next chapter, we will describe in detail our proposed framework that allows discovering 

meaningful data relationships using h-gram record matching as the basis for clustering and 

cluster mapping. 
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Figure 3.4: Extended n-gramcomparison(ofhashcodes)for“TheUniversityofWesternAustralia”

vs.“UniversityofNotreDameAustralia” 
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3.5. Experimental Evaluation 

 
Our experiments have been carried on Windows Server 2008 server box (Intel Pentium 

Dual-Core, CPU 3.4 GHz and 2 GB RAM). The prototype is built in C# in Microsoft’s Visual 

Studio 2008 with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 as backend database as visualized in Figure 

3.1. Our experimental results were monitored by validating accuracy and performance 

tests as the benchmark of the evaluation process. Accuracy tests were carried to ensure 

results obtained are closely associated to expected values. The performance is evaluated 

as the throughput gained against time and resources. Tests were also carried to assess 

the workload required, system results throughput and the ability to handle varied sets of 

data.  

 

Table 3.2: Hash Gram experimental data setup 

  

 

3.5.1. Data Setup 

The heterogeneous data [24, 30, 33, 42, 49, 50, and 56] has been collected from different 

organizations having different sets of data on different domain knowledge. The data used 

to conduct our experiments are shown in Table 3.2. The total size of the raw data collected 

is 3.2 GB and the data obtained are in different formats including CSV files, .DAT files, Or-

acle, and SQL Server databases. The prototype facilitates a number of parameters that 

the user can setup at run time. Table 3.3 lists these configuration parameters with their 

default values for h-gram matching technique. 

 

Database # Tables Columns Rows 

The World Bank Data Catalog [24] 4512 67680 2.0 M 

The US Federal Govt. Data Catalog [30] 3155 43339 1.4 M 

The World Wildlife Fund Data Catalog [33] 21 472 55 K 

The Adventure Works Database [42] 254 2608 24 K 

National Climatic Data Center [49] 255 1350 15 K 

Queensland Govt. Wildlife & Ecosystems [50] 102 259 1.2 K 

Medical Data Sets [56] 129 390 33 K  
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Performance comparison of h-gram technique has been made against closely related 

algorithms (as analysed in Chapter 2). It is important to note that comparing with all the 

data linkage methods [18, 34, 37, and 69] is beyond the scope of this research. The rele-

vant techniques used for comparison against our proposed hashing technique are as fol-

lows: 

 

1. Edit distance (Levenshtein) and Hamming distance were chosen for their wide ap-

plicability and popularity above other distance techniques. 

2. Soundex was chosen for its broad use by various organizations and for its use of 

phonetics. 

3. n-grams (for n from 2 to 4) are chosen for its close relation to our proposed h-grams 

as a base comparison. Two to four were chosen as parameters because previous re-

search [18, 34] shows that most practical results fall between 2 and 4. 

4. IR-Sum of Set-of-sets [8] was chosen for its close relation to our proposed h-gram 

function as an enhancement of basic n-grams. 

5. Synonyms-based or dictionary-based comparison was chosen for highlighting the 

quality of the sample data, showing the strictness of the applied standards. 

 

The comparison against aforementioned methods demonstrate an adequate variety of 

data linkage techniques as the above methods represent commonly used, proven methods 

in a range of areas [34, 37] as well as methods closely relating to our proposed h-gram 

record matching process. 

 

Table 3.3: Configuration Parameters 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Parameter Range Default 

n-gram 1 to 5 3 

n-gram variation 1 to 5 1 

hash gram digit  1 to MAX 4 

String set 1 to 5 1 

error % 0 to 10% 5% 
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3.5.2. Accuracy Metrics 

Record Matching problems don’t arise from one type of error alone. Therefore, any exper-

iment that is to be considered accurate would need to include an accurate representation 

of scenarios that consider all common types of record matching problems. Only when 

there is an accurate representation of error types, can a reliable comparison against other 

techniques be made. To solve the problem of performing a reliable comparison against the 

selected methodologies, we performed accuracy tests across different domain table attrib-

utes accounting for a variety of possible scenarios (phonetic similarity, abbreviations, mis-

typings, etc.). Our manual selection of data samples ensured that multiple error types were 

evenly represented in the experiment. However, another problem which must be noted is 

that all the methods selected for comparison are based on absolute similarity scales.  

Thus, in order to perform the intended comparison, it was necessary to create a system to 

relativise the methods to be compared against our proposed h-gram technique through a 

set of similarity rules. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Matching percentages by applying each method to the sample data. 

 

Figure 3.5 illustrates a comparison of matching percentages from the methods under 

consideration. The displayed percentages are referred to the dataset utilized to experimen-

tally validate our method. The main reason for including the synonym (dictionary) based 

approach was to highlight the quality of the sample data by demonstrating the strictness of 

the applied standards. On the other hand, measuring the performance is substantially 

more difficult for the dictionary-based approach than for any of the others and the applica-

bility of the conclusions would not be as solid as the following: 1) CPU/memory usage and 

2) Time requirements strongly depend on the specific conditions under which the syno-
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nyms are gathered (i.e. over the internet, via intranet from an external database, or from 

another table in the same database)  as well as the size/level of detail (number of syno-

nyms) of the given repository.  

 

Of the experimented methods, IR-Sum [8] of Set-of-sets is the only method which may 

be considered outside of the string similarity metrics and is therefore most similar to our 

proposed approach for the reason that both IR-Sum and our proposed method rely on two 

identical steps: hashing (conversion of stings into numeric facts) and hash code compari-

son. Based on the matching percentages as shown in Figure 3.5, the accuracy of IR-Sum 

is significantly lower than that of our proposed method due to the fact that IR-Sum fails to 

maximize the full potential of the generated hash codes performing detailed-enough com-

parisons among all the constituents (tuples/grams), but by utilizing a pseudo-random ap-

proach (accounting only for the smallest hash value) in order to reduce computational re-

quirements. On the other hand, this aim has been reached through our h-gram method.  

 

Within the string similarity methods, the Synonym method shows the worst accuracy. 

Distance method (Levenshtein and Hamming) accuracy somewhat better, although it is 

still too low. As expected, the n-gram based approaches show the highest matching per-

centage because they represent the most detailed analysis of string comparison: compar-

ing as many combinations of constituent elements as allowed (by the gram type, n, under 

consideration). It is not clear which sub-type (2-tuples, 3-tuples or 4-tuples) would provide 

the best performance independently upon the input conditions (strings of substantial length 

variance such as complete sentences as opposed to single words). Nevertheless, the ac-

curacy of the three tuple methods should be similar for the most common applications. The 

accuracy of our proposed h-gram method is equivalent to the n-grams method. Identical 

accuracy is explained by the fact that, at the comparison level, its accuracy is (worst case 

scenario) as good as that of a 3-gram-based approach: the gram-by-gram might find a 

match/mismatch which the 3-grams cannot find. 
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3.5.3. Performance Metrics 

The analyzed methodologies might be implemented in various ways, not only in regards to 

the algorithm, but also with hardware reliance (exclusively depending upon local memory, 

writing to/reading from temporal files, relying on a local DB, etc.). Thus, accurately com-

paring methodology performance could prove to be rather complicated. Nevertheless, we 

have reduced uncertainty in the analysis as much as possible by: 

 

 Creating algorithms from scratch for the selected methodologies (see section 3.5.1), 

which follow equivalent programming guidelines, and 

 Ensuring simulation conditions (same computer1 under same workload, performance 

retrieving points at equivalent “positions”, etc.) are as similar as possible from one case 

to the next. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Time requirements of the studied techniques between different methods and under dif-

ferent data source sizes 

 

We have measured variables accurately describing the performance from each meth-

odology. Due to peculiarities, comparisons are included in two different groups:  

 

First group of comparisons accounting for variable-size inputs: the specific variable 

(time requirements) does not show a similar evolution for all methodologies. Time invested 

by each algorithm to perform all the calculations for the specific data set input as shown in 

Figure 3.6. 
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From the experimental results shown in Figure 3.6, we can see h-gram method per-

forms with the least amount of time while edit distance and n-gram based methods follow a 

more or less similar evolution. The large difference between IR-SUM and other methods 

provides a good idea about the main drawback from the hashing methods: hashing-un-

hashing, at least by using conventional approaches, is too computationally expensive. IR-

SUM requires conversion of all the data to find the smallest hash value which are consid-

ered for evaluation. The reason why our method does not show a so big difference with 

respect to the string-comparison methods is because of the small size of our “hash gram 

codes”. Instead of having a huge hash bag accounting for any eventual entry, which has to 

be inspected every time that the hashing/un-hashing process occurs, we are relying on a 

simple array with small dimensions, whose access/retrieve times are much smaller than 

the ones from a conventional hash table. 

 

Second group of comparisons performed for a single input: variations in the size of the 

input set do not affect comparisons; evolutions of the different methodologies remain virtu-

ally identical independent of the size of the input. Both variables are referred to average 

values of intermediate tracking points (located in equivalent positions throughout each al-

gorithm). Variables included in this group are: 

 

 Average values for percentage of CPU usage and  

 Average values for RAM memory usage (virtual MB) 

 

The experimental results for CPU and RAM usages are displayed in Figure 3.7 and 

Figure 3.8. We can see h-gram uses reasonably less system resource when compared 

with other methods excepting 3 and 4-grams. Nevertheless, run-time cost of h-gram meth-

od is much lower when compared with 3 and 4 gram results (see Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.7: Average CPU usage 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Average Memory usage 
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3.6. Summary 

 

In this chapter, we examined how to quickly perform record matching using our newly pro-

posed h-gram matching technique. We showed how h-gram technique helps organizations 

in performing various data intrinsic tasks including Data Linkage, Record Matching, Data 

Cleaning, Data Migration, and Semantic/Faceted browsing. In summary, we showed how 

our approach can help different anticipating bodies towards probabilistic matching and dis-

covering required matching data during data integration and other data intrinsic tasks with-

out prior knowledge of the data files, having little or no documentation and without waiting 

for a long delay at run time. Through experimental results, we prove that our technique 

performs superior record matching with h-gram technique when conducting linkages with 

data sets containing up to several hundred thousand records.  

 

In the next chapter, we will show how h-gram technique is used to build clusters of re-

lated taxonomy definitions with small dissimilarity distances in our newly proposed Ontolo-

gy Guided Data Linkage (OGDL) framework. We will also show how our approach can 

provide a good balance of accuracy vs. computational requirements and can significantly 

reduce cluster sizes at multiple levels. Through this approach, we also prove that similar 

entities of one cluster are dissimilar to entities of other clusters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 4                                                                
Ontology Guided Data Linkage (OGDL) Architec-

ture 

 

4.1. Problem Description 

 

In this chapter, we consider the problem of constructing a ‘knowledge based’ multi-faceted 

cluster mapping technique, which aims at extracting probable relationships between corre-

lated data clusters on a structure level. We formally introduce the linkage problem through 

our Ontology Guided Data Linkage (OGDL) framework and show how our algorithms can 

be applied to variable databases. The proposed framework intends to create a feasible 

method for discovering related information, as part of bottom-up system managed process 

that allows top-down information extraction procedures using user-friendly queries. Our 

main methodology intuition is that end-users performing semantic queries will not have 

knowledge of meaningful data relationships unless relationships have been established, 

and related information presented. Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of our framework. 

When the user creates a query or intends to visualize relationships on a graph, the results 

delivered include not only the data requested by the user, but also includes directly related 

data. The experiments illustrated in this chapters show that our approach to the considera-

tion of the relative importance of ontological information in input data shows promising 

findings. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt initiated to solve data link-

age problem using a multi-faceted cluster mapping strategy, and we believe that our ap-

proach presents a significant advancement towards accurate query answering and future 

real-time online semantic reasoning capacity. 

 

Although the proposed approach is designed primarily for the acquisition of data link-

age implementation intelligence, it is applicable to a variety of data discovery purposes. 

The application can be used by data managers, researchers, or analysts, for a variety of 

purposes, including optimized multi-domain knowledge representation, as it doesn’t re-

quire a data structure or complex query knowledge. The series of steps performed as part 

of the OGDL framework is aimed at discovering data linkages between large-size data-

bases, with minimal user involvement. In other words, in this research, the proposed 
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framework directly addresses high computational overheads through a multi-layer strategy 

which significantly reduces the amount of data considered for comparison at subsequent 

stages, and which enables cluster self-expansion through the construction of ontology 

guided data linkage structures.  
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Figure 4.1: The general architecture of OGDL Framework 
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A key component of our framework is a novel faceted search engine for visualizing 

mapping clusters (see Figure 4.12Figure 4.11). In the experimental section, we show how 

cluster mapping trees act as concept graphs that can support well-informed accountable 

governance decisions, as machine learning recommendations to human experts. We show 

that our search engine runs in polynomial time and that it is highly effective in a real-world 

scenario. Specifically, this research addresses the semantic reasoning and data integra-

tion problem by providing an intelligent multi-layer cluster formation and multi-faceted clus-

ter mapping approach to integrate and easily analyse multi-domain information. We pro-

pose a paradigm where the user can interact, using user-friendly queries, with ontological 

structures by searching for a few key words. Bottom-up input data extraction of semantic 

knowledge is enabled by system configurations on connections between semantically 

equivalent tables, attributes and tuples.   

 

4.2. Data Uncertainty Analysis 

 

When dealing with large volumes of data (numeric; categorical; string based; etc.) ob-

tained from different sources, we are vulnerable to different types of ‘data uncertainties’ 

such as different formats; Null values; length constraints; typographical errors; and short-

hand notations, which may well be one of the biggest obstacles to performing successful 

data linkage. An important initial step for successful linkage is data cleaning and standard-

ization, as noisy, incomplete and incorrect information is common in real-world databases 

[7]. In an effort to improve the quality of such data, we employ preliminary ‘data uncertain-

ties’ process steps to ensure optimal results. An important advantage of the ‘data uncer-

tainties’ process is that it is a ‘one-off’ system handle process aimed at cleaning, classify-

ing and organizing observational data,  to minimize any manual effort. It has to be noted 

that these steps are aimed at approximating the quality of data and doesn’t guarantee that 

it overcomes all data uncertainties. 
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Figure 4.2: The design and evolution of a Multi-Modular Neural Networks architecture aimed at data classification 
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4.2.1. Multi-Modular Network Classification 

Ontology based classification is the process of categorizing given data into predefined 

classes, based on similarities in their ontologies. The Neural Network approach [2] at-

tempts to introduce intelligent behaviour by clustering attributes into categories using at-

tribute properties. However, Neural Networks are highly expensive when applied to da-

tasets with thousands of table columns. This is due to the fact that attribute similarity com-

parisons increase at an increasing rate as nodes are continuously added to the input layer. 

The computation time is dependent on these node counts and their correlations, and thus 

the increasing number of nodes has a direct impact on its performance. In order to reduce 

the number of comparisons, we introduced an extended version of Modular Neural Net-

works [81], using the process of ranking and classifying ontological characteristics in mul-

tiple modules. Figure 4.2 shows the design and evolution of a Multi-Modular Neural Net-

works architecture aimed at creating and classifying different strata samples with particular 

classified attributes. Consider The World Bank database [24] as the data segment inputs 

into the classification process. Then the resulting output is the classified attribute catego-

ries, such as category of dates {Survey_Date, ModifiedDate, ScheduleDate etc.} as found 

when applying the architecture against The World Bank database [24]. Some of the exam-

ples of these categories are listed in Figure 4.2 Table.   

 

The key advantages of the modular networks approach include: reduction of hidden 

layer complexity; support for data fusion and average prediction making; combination of 

multiple techniques; concurrent execution of multiple network models with high robust-

ness; and fault-tolerant average results [82]. We generate multiple modular networks in 

parallel, working independently on different data segments. Therefore the speed of the 

system is nearly independent of the number of network layers involved in the classification 

process. We used different hidden layers (modules) that can inter-connect with modules of 

other types. At a very basic level, hidden layers are the building blocks for OGDL ontologi-

cal data-modelling. Each hidden layer level is recognized as a subset of input data. The 

hidden layers are considered in a hierarchical order, where the output of the first layer is 

given as an input to the next hidden layer. Parallel neural network architecture is superior 

to a single neural network, as proposed in [82]. At a higher level, stratified sample sets are 

constructed on top of neural network classified attributes. Our proposed approach to mod-

ular classification networks can be constructed on structures with greater complexity.  
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We employed the Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficient [58] to determine the rela-

tionship strength between attributes associated with hidden layer tasks, based on its pre-

dicted ranking weight, as an average of rankings made by the participating judges. The 

results provided robust similarity measures as well as sound reliability measures. Such 

statistical guarantees have been an existing challenge in existing classification solutions. 

In our approach, the Judges are pattern matching agents, for example for the recognition 

of m number of pattern clusters for the given n number of features. The multi-modular net-

work measurement approach ranks the ontological similarity of the input layer variables in 

different layers, using classified definitions available within the hidden layer. The output 

layer demonstrates homogeneous groups of ontologically matched attributes, organized in 

categories.  

 

The ontological classification of attributes is optimized as shown in equation (4-1). As-

sume that a group of n entity values are arranged in an order of merit with 

tics          . Let  (     ) be the ontological similarity rank defined between two charac-

teristics    and   . A pair of attributes is determined by the similarity of its features and is 

defined as the maximum   (     )  The averages of such classified attributes are calculated 

based on their related best correlation weights, as obtained by parallel modular network 

results, with the intuition that this would best approximate an accurate classification solu-

tion, and produce results quickly because of the use of concurrent computing.  

 

             
∑   

  
   

    
     

  ∑   
  

   

        
 |  ∑   

    ∑       ̅        ̅     

( 4-1) 

 

4.2.2. Stratified Sampling 

In the case where there are an unmanageable number of records, the computational re-

quirements become unacceptably high, thus necessitating sampling methodologies. Sam-

pling is the statistical practice concerned with the selection of an unbiased or random sub-

set of individual observations, within a population (dataset) of individuals [58]. In our previ-

ous step, we already classified attributes into various modules based on their ontological 

characteristics. Hence, we need to choose a sampling technique that can effectively re-

duce the sample population heterogeneity, provide more representatives and greater ac-

curacy. Hence, we employed stratified sampling process which supports to extract 
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knowledge from relatively large volumes of data and supports making predictions based 

on statistical inferences. In a stratified random sampling process, the data is divided into 

homogenous groups called strata. Each stratum differs from another stratum, but is ho-

mogenous within itself [58]. The advantage of stratified sampling is that it improves preci-

sion, which is especially required when working with small samples.  

 

We take advantage of results from the aforementioned multi-modular network classifi-

cation process in order to create strata samples. The equation for stratified sampling in (4-

2) shows how the number of samples variable is calculated for a stratum i, in reference to 

n, the total number of strata. The number of samples taken in each stratum is a function 

     of its standard deviation       , that is, the stratum’s homogeneity: the more homoge-

neous the stratum (the smaller its standard deviation); the fewer the number of samples 

that is taken. 

       
        

          
                     {

                

                             

                              

 

( 4-2) 

4.3. Multi-Layer Ontological Cluster Formation 

 

Clustering is the task of organizing data into groups (clusters) such that similar or close 

data objects are put in the same cluster [86]. We define ontological clustering as the pro-

cess of globally and significantly reducing the number of semantic entities at multiple lev-

els, with the aim to reduce its data linkage computational expense. We build clusters in 

result to hash grams of related taxonomy definitions with small h-gram dissimilarity dis-

tances. This approach provides a good balance of accuracy vs. computational require-

ments and significantly reduces cluster sizes at multiple levels when compared to similar 

approaches. This approach also ensures that similar entities of one cluster are dissimilar 

to entities of other clusters. One of the most popular clustering algorithms used in scientific 

and industrial applications is the k-means clustering algorithm [18] and its derivatives, such 

as the PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) algorithm. However, the k-means algorithm re-

quires the number of clusters to be defined in advance; is highly sensitive to outliers; and 

is not suitable for representing hash grams of variable size. Hence, we designed our clus-

tering process through an agglomerative approach. Our algorithm starts with all the entities 
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forming separate clusters which then merge with ‘close’ clusters until a dense cluster is 

formed that contains all objects.  

 

  

Through our experiments, (see section 4.9), we prove that this agglomerative cluster-

ing approach represents an effective way to achieve probabilistic matching with both high 

accuracy and acceptable computational cost, when compared to similar approaches. In 

order to discover the flow of semantic information in multiple dimensions, the framework 

performs a multi-level clustering process at table, attribute and tuple levels, as shown in 

Figure 4.3 (b), with the aim to capture different layers of ontologies and their interrelation-

ships. As can be seen from the diagram, the results obtained from table level clusters are 

used to perform structural level matching; those from attribute level clusters are used to 

perform schema level matching; and the results obtained from tuple level clusters are used 

to perform key word scans and hierarchical data matching. 

 

Algorithm 2.1: OGDL Multi-Layer Cluster Formation on Tables 

OGDL table level cluster formation algorithm 

Input: 

- A set of modular network classifiers                
- A set of stratified sample sets:                         

- A hash gram generation function: h-gram (see section 3.3.2) 

- A hash gram dissimilarity function:   (see section 3.3.4) 

- confidence level: ρ // default .75 value set by the user at runtime 

- Number of nearest ontological neighbours to consider: k 

 

Output: 

A set of table level clusters       |                                      

1. Initialise empty cluster        {} 

2. FOR ∀      : // table level clusters    

3.       := h-gram( ) 
4.      

   ∀ (k+1) h-gram(    ) weights [][]    

5.    WHILE          :    

6.       IF  (     ) ⊑ ρ OR  (  
    

 
) ⊑ ρ  |  

                     
    ∀ (k+1) h-gram( [      ]) weights [][]         

7.                                // merge with existing cluster 

8.      ELSE 

9.                              // form a new cluster 

10.      END IF 

11. NEXT 

 

12. RETURN       
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The algorithm for creating multi-layer clusters at table level is shown in Algorithm 2.1. 

The algorithm commences by initializing each table level, attribute level and tuple level 

Algorithm 2.2: OGDL Multi-Layer Cluster Formation on Attributes and Tuples 

OGDL attribute level and tuple level cluster formation algorithm 

Input: 

- A set of modular network classifiers                
- A set of stratified sample sets:                         

- A set of table level clusters:                                                   

- A hash gram generation function: h-gram (see section 3.3) 

- A hash gram dissimilarity function:   (see section 3.4) 

- confidence level: ρ // default .75 value set by the user at runtime 

- Number of nearest ontological neighbours to consider: k 

 

Output: 

A set of complete OGDL clusters       |                                                             

                                                                        
1. WHILE      : 

2.    FOR ∀      : // attribute level clusters       

3.          := h-gram(   ) 

4.         
   ∀ (k+1) h-gram(      ) weights[][]     

5.       WHILE          :          

6.          IF  (     ) ⊑ ρ OR  (  
    

 
) ⊑ ρ |  

7.               
   ∀ (k+1) h-gram( [      ]) weights[][]         

8.                                  // merge with existing cluster 

9.         ELSE 

                                            // form a new cluster 

10.         END IF 

11.       END WHILE 

12.       FOR ∀        : // tuple level clusters 

13.             := h-gram(   ) 

14.            
    ∀ (k+1) h-gram(      ) weights[][]     

15.          WHILE          : 

16.             IF  (     ) ⊑ ρ OR  (  
    

 
) ⊑ ρ | 

17.                  
   ∀ (k+1) h-gram( [      ]) weights[][]         

18.                                     // merge with existing cluster 

19.            ELSE 

20.                                       // form a new cluster 

21.            END IF 

22.         END WHILE 

23.       NEXT 

24.    NEXT 

25. END WHILE 

26. RETURN       
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cluster set (step 1). The clustering algorithm then pairs items that reference the same table 

level entity (step 2). Once the initial table level clusters are formed, the algorithm continues 

to increase the density of these clusters (step 4-5) through merging with entities that have 

similar ontologies. Similarities are calculated using the ‘dissimilarity’ function  , i.e. the de-

gree of difference between the hash grams of two entities, thus determining the similarity 

for matching (step 6-10). Dissimilarity with a score of 0 is a perfect match, and a score of 1 

represents a ‘null’ match. 

 

Once the table level clusters are formed, the framework performs attribute level and 

tuple level clusters. The algorithm for creating multi-layer clusters at attribute level and tu-

ple level is shown in Algorithm 2.2. The algorithm commences by inputting table level clus-

ter set formed in the previous stage (algorithm 2.1). The clustering algorithm pair’s items 

that reference the same attribute level entity based on h-gram matching weights (step 1-5). 

Once the initial clusters are formed, the algorithm continues to increase the density of 

these clusters through merging with entities that have similar ontologies. Similarities are 

calculated using the ‘dissimilarity’ function  , i.e. the degree of difference between the 

hash grams of two entities, thus determining the similarity for matching (step 6-11). The 

same logic is applied within each attribute level clusters to discover tuple level clusters. 

The algorithm pair’s tuple items that reference the same entity (step 12-15). Similarities 

are calculated using the ‘dissimilarity’ function to determine the cluster matches (16-21). 

Dissimilarity with a score of 0 is a perfect match, and a score of 1 represents a ‘null’ 

match. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 4.3: (a) The left diagram shows example of clusters with stem (S) and leaf (L) pairs formed in 

the World Bank Statistical Indicators dataset [23]; (b) The right diagram shows the repetition of clus-

ter formation processes at different levels. 
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Linguistic taxonomy data inputs are analysed and h-grams are generated for the pur-

pose of similarity matching (step 4). The transformed h-grams are used to make compari-

sons between data inputs, and the dissimilarity  , as per the accepted convergence level 

ρ, is determined between different datasets (step 5-6). The proximity results determine 

whether to merge a cluster with its closest cluster; or to insert it as a new cluster (step 7-

10). This approach groups clusters which are semantically similar into larger, more con-

densed clusters, thus producing a tree of similar concepts. A similar logic is employed iter-

atively at the attribute level (step 13-18) within each of the classified groups (see section 

4), with the resulting grouping either being merged with existing clusters, or added as a 

new cluster (step 19-21). At the tuple level, a similar logic is applied, except that only strata 

samples are analysed and that the clusters are developed using frequent pattern mining 

(step 23-31).  

 

Figure 4.3 (a) shows an example of stem-and-leaf mapping formed in the World Bank 

Database [10]. The stems {Country, Loans, and Government} are associated with their 

corresponding leaf structures. As can be seen from the diagram, one of the primary tasks 

of ontological clustering process is that it reduces the unmanageable number of cluster 

pairs and maps direct (such as between Country and Trade) and indirect relationships 

(such as between Population and Politics) which can be used as a basis for matching clus-

ters which is detailed in the next section.   

 

4.4. Multi-Faceted Cluster Mapping 

 

The extraction of meaningful data facts relies not only on the discovery of different sets of 

ontological clusters: In addition, hierarchical relationships have to be established between 

clusters. We introduce the ‘multi-faceted’ cluster mapping strategy in order to capture 

structural relationships between different ontological clusters in different arrangements, 

which provide us with an advantage to the discovery of hierarchical relationships when 

compared to existing approaches. This approach is used to arrange the clusters into se-

quential, parallel and mixed facets, as shown in Figure 4.4. Relative mappings and their 

relationship strengths are determined and preserved in Attribute-Relation File Format 

(ARFF) [17].  
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Figure 4.4: Multi-faceted cluster mapping arrangements; (a) sequential cluster mapping; (b) parallel 

cluster mapping; (c) mixed cluster mapping 

 

In order to rank the correlation between data structures as unordered clusters rather 

than as paired observations, we used the Intra-class correlation (ICC) technique [58], with 

the intuition that the ICC is suitable due to the unordered state of the data, in contrast to 

the Pearson correlation coefficient. A high-level cluster mapping algorithm to determine 

how strongly units in similar clusters resemble one another is shown in Algorithm 3. If  γ   

and δ   are the ontological vectors of two cluster entities γ and δ in cluster space, then 

their similarity cluster relationship is determined through the correlation calculation of Ψ, as 

shown in the below equation. 

 

  𝛾     
∑ 𝛾 ⃗⃗  ⃗      ⃗⃗⃗⃗      

√∑ 𝛾  
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗         ∑     ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗

     

 

( 4-3) 
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4.4.1. Sequential Facet 

A sequential facet aims to classify data based on the ontological findings of table level 

clusters, followed by attribute level clusters and then tuple level clusters.  

 

 

The multi-faceted clustering process as depicted in Algorithm 3.1 starts with an unor-

ganized cluster set (step 1), and the algorithm commences sequential mapping with empty 

cluster stem-and-leaf mappings that contain all possible relationships. The sequential fac-

eting (arrangement) process sequentially captures these inter-cluster relationships based 

on ontological findings of table level clusters (step 2); attribute level clusters (step 3); and 

lastly of tuple level clusters (step 4). If the clusters are inter-correlated, they are mapped 

into a stem and leaf representation (step 5-6). An example of sequential facet is depicted 

in Figure 4.5. As can be seen from the diagram, in a sequential facet, if there are table 

level cluster matches, we can assume that attributes within these tables could match. 

Algorithm 3.1: OGDL Sequential Facet Cluster Mapping 

OGDL sequential cluster mapping algorithm 

Input: 

- A set of OGDL clusters       |                           

                                                                   
- A hash gram matching function: h-gram (see section 3.3 & 3.4) 

- A cluster correlation (ICC) function:   (see section 4.3) 

- correlation level: ρ // default .75 value set by the user at runtime 

 

Output: 

A set of OGDL cluster mappings     (       )                       
1. Initialise empty cluster mapping  

         stem(  ) := {}, leaf        := {}  

          

    // sequential facet cluster mapping 

2. FOR ∀                   |   (       ) ⊑ ρ 

3.    FOR ∀                           |   (               ) ⊑ ρ 

4.          FOR ∀         
               

          : 

5.             IF   (        
               

) ⊑ ρ  

6.                             := |               |  

7.            END IF 

8.         NEXT 

9.    NEXT 

10. NEXT          

 

RETURN             
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4.4.2. Parallel Facet 

A parallel facet does not prioritize any sequence order, and equally classifies data based 

on the chance of finding pairs within table level clusters; within attribute level clusters or 

within tuple level clusters. 

 

The parallel cluster mapping is depicted in Algorithm 3.2. When the core sequential 

level mapping has been identified, the algorithm uses parallel faceting to recursively check 

all potential density reachable cluster mappings. During this process, the algorithm ignores 

the order of precedence and attempts to find independent matches within table (step 1-5), 

attribute (step 6-9) and tuple level (step 11-15) clusters. This approach is aimed at map-

Algorithm 3.2: OGDL Parallel Faceted Cluster Mapping 

OGDL parallel cluster mapping algorithm 

Input: 

- A set of OGDL clusters       |                           

                                                                   
- A hash gram function: h-gram (see section 3.3 & 3.4) 

- A set of sequential cluster mappings:              
- A cluster correlation (ICC) function:   (see section 4.3) 

- correlation level: ρ // default .75 value set by the user at runtime 

 

Output: 

A set of OGDL cluster mappings     (       )                       
 

    // parallel facet cluster mapping 

1. FOR ∀                    

2.    IF   (       ) ⊑ ρ  

3.                    := |       | 

4.    END IF 

5. NEXT 

6. FOR ∀                           &Ɇ         

7.    IF   (               ) ⊑ ρ 

8.                    := |               | 

9.    END IF 

10. NEXT 

11. FOR ∀         
               

           &Ɇ         

12.    IF   (        
               

) ⊑ ρ 

13.                    := |        
               

| 

14.    END IF 

15. NEXT 

 

RETURN             
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ping different sets of clusters through the density of their ontological relationships, not oth-

erwise identified during the sequential faceting process. Figure 4.5 shows an example of 

sequential followed by parallel faceting. In a sequential facet, if there are table level cluster 

matches, we assume that attributes within these tables match. However, in a parallel facet, 

if table level clusters don’t match, the attributes can still match. 

 

4.4.3. Mixed Facet 

A mixed facet classifies data through combined cross referencing at the table, attribute 

and tuple cluster levels. 

 

Time-series data is common and pervasive in many applications – it is thus a very im-

portant issue to deal with, which merits special attention [18]. Algorithm 3.3 shows the 

mixed facet cluster mapping technique. In contrast to sequential and parallel faceting, 

mixed faceting aims to discover inter-cluster relationships by cross-referencing clusters in 

different dimensions. The algorithm begins by identifying and attempting to find matches 

across table, attribute and tuple level clusters (step 1). If the matches are found, which are 

not identified in the previous stages, the matching clusters are recorded (step 2-5). The 

intuition for this is based on heuristics and time-series based cluster mapping. In a mixed 

Algorithm 3.3: OGDL Mixed Facet Cluster Mapping 

OGDL mixed facet cluster mapping algorithm 

Input: 

- A set of OGDL clusters       |                           

                                                                   
- A hash gram function: h-gram (see section 3.2) 

- A set of sequential and parallel cluster mappings:             
- A cluster correlation (ICC) function:                      
- correlation level: ρ // default .75 value set by the user at runtime 

 

Output: 

A set of OGDL cluster mappings     (       )                       
  

    // mixed facet cluster mapping 

1. FOR ∀                         &Ɇ         

2.    IF   (       ) ⊑ ρ 

3.                       := |       | 

4.    END IF 

5. NEXT 

 

RETURN             
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facet, a sequence of time-series values can be represented by associated attributes. For 

instance, in the World Bank [24] database, the tuple values from the Health Nutrition and 

Population Statistics table included {1961M01, 1962M2, 1963M3,…}, which had to be 

matched with the Global Economic Monitor Terms of Trade table attribute names {1960, 

1961, 1962,…}.  
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Figure 4.5: An example of (a) sequential and (b) parallel facet matches from The World Bank [24] 

 

4.5. Transforming Cluster Correlations into Schema Mapping 

 

Creating schema structures require the identification of candidate; primary; and foreign key 

relationships. In the previous section, we performed inter-clusters mapping, using the 

OGDL framework to perform incremental pair-wise comparison between attributes in each 

table: Semantic cluster mappings determine possible candidate keys but this does not give 

us information regarding their relationships and directions.  

 

 

 

In order to achieve this, we take our approach a step further and expand our frame-

work by consequently transforming the previous cluster correlation results into global 

schema structures, with a unified representation of the entire dataset. The rationale behind 

our approach is that when two clusters are strongly correlated, we can use these clusters 

to predict primary/foreign key relationships. We do this by computing the density of rela-

 

 

Figure 4.6: An example of finding primary/foreign key relationships between different at-

tributes based on cluster density relationships 
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tionships between clusters with one attribute (a.k.a. independent clusters) and clusters 

with a second attribute (a.k.a. dependent clusters), as shown in Figure 4.6.  
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A1,A2 A1,A3 A1,A4 A2,A3 A2,A4 A3,A4
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Figure 4.7: (a) Incremental pair-wise comparisons applied on cluster pairs in order to determine 

primary keys in a table. (b) an example of parent-child relationships extracted from the African de-

velopment indicators dataset (The World Bank [24]) 

 

If Ω is the parameter specified by the user and we have                   attributes (as 

shown in Figure 4.7(a)), then incremental pair-wise tuple mapping 

sons                                     , to the count of the Ω-item set, are performed 

to discover candidate keys. Consequently, potential primary/foreign key relationships are 

identified by computing the density of the relationships between cluster pairs of different 

table attributes. The intuition is that high densities of relationships identify potential prima-

ry/foreign key relationships. This computation uses the multiplicity property, which for our 

purpose is defined as the maximum number of child table cluster entities     able to link 

with the parent table cluster entities   , in order to form parent-child relationships, as de-

picted in the below equation. 

 

                                   

( 4-4) 

Figure 4.7(b) shows an example of parent-child (primary-foreign) relationships, as data 

linkages between African development indicator tables from The World Bank database 

[24]). If no primary-foreign key relationships between clusters are found, the matching 

clusters tend to partially match, and we consider them as partially related keys because of 

their partial level of significance. Despite these relatively weak relationships, our experi-

ments have shown that these partial relationships, currently ignored by existing tech-

niques, can contain significant data facts.  
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4.6. Experimental Evaluation 

 

Many organizations freely share their real-world data (as data files, datasets, data models, 

etc.) on the internet. These data are mostly in third-normal form, but the lack of a ‘gold 

standard’ for data linkage represents one of the major challenges in evaluating such real-

world data collected from multiple domains. Towards this purpose, we quantify the benefits 

of our proposed framework and measure the sensitivity of our framework results using a 

10-fold cross validation approach. It is important to note that our algorithms are not a pan-

acea for the entire data linkage process, and that we aim to limit the amount of manual 

feasibility checks necessary to cross-validate the results. We presented a new approach to 

the discovery of semantic attribute correlations by multi-faceted identification and analyses 

of ontologies used in unlinked real-world data. While sophisticated enterprise data mining 

tools already exist, we have presented a much simplified approach to data linkage for the 

purpose of finding accurate crucial data facts. Our approach provides better results than 

comparable approaches and adds value by quantifying the expected computer throughput. 

 

 

Figure 4.8: OGDL Prototype Interface 

4.7. Prototype Development 

 

We monitored our experimental results by validating the accuracy, performance and 

scalability of our proposed framework as benchmarks for the evaluation process. We con-

ducted our experiments by developing and using three prototypes. First, we developed the 

core ‘OGDL Data Miner’ project as shown in Figure 4.8 which performs the bulk of our 
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proposed framework tasks at different stages. We then developed the ‘OGDL Cluster 

Search Engine’, an interactive and user-friendly tool to visualize the cluster stem-and-

leaves formed across multi-domain databases. By clicking on any searchable cluster, the 

user can drill into its correlated clusters for knowledge discovery and for exploration of 

‘chains-of-facts’. We also developed the ‘OGDL Performance Monitor’ tool to analyze the 

scalability of our framework while running on different machines.  

 

All our prototypes have been developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 in C# & 

.Net with Microsoft SQL 2008 as the backend database. A demo version of our prototype 

is available for researchers and other staff to conduct experiments and add their valuable 

feedback, as we continue to improve the performance of our system. All experimental re-

sults are exportable in XRFF (eXtensible attribute-Relation File Format), which is an XML-

based extension of the ARFF format [17]. Since performance measurements are given in 

absolute times, it is necessary to take the computing environment into account. Our exper-

iments have been conducted on a Windows machine (CPU @ 2.0GHz, RAM 8 GB, and 

64-bit OS).  

 

In order to avoid any deceptively fast performances due to caching, we flushed the 

memory cache (system and query cache) prior to conducting each experiment. All our data 

linkage operations were performed in local memory and the final results were written into 

the backend DBMS. These include the findings of clusters and cluster pairs, and the calcu-

lations involved in finding attribute correlations and schema structures. Multiple time 

stamps have been added in order to record the performance of our experiments at differ-

ent levels. Our experimental results have been graphically analyzed using ASP.Net 3.0 

Charts and the Microsoft Reporting service (in MS Visual Web Developer 2010). 

 

Table 4.1: Experimental dataset characteristics 

 
 

Dataset# Tables# Attributes# Tuples# 

The World Bank Data Catalog [24] 4512 67680 2.0 M 

The US Federal Govt. Data Catalog [30] 3155 43339 1.4 M 

National Climatic Data Center [49] 255 1350 15 K 
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4.8. Data Setup 

 

We evaluated our OGDL framework using datasets collected from a variety of real-world 

data sources, with the intuition that the lack of a common domain and the inconsistencies 

in the data would effectively model the current research gap of multi-domain experimenta-

tion. The characteristics of our experimental data are shown in Table 4.1. The World Bank 

[24] datasets includes varied statistical information about country level development, as 

part of the World Bank's mission to alleviate poverty. The US Federal Government Da-

tasets [30] provides a broad range of government related data to evaluate the efficiency 

and effectiveness of various governments. The datasets also includes US relationships 

with other countries in regards to various global issues. The National Climatic datasets [49] 

holds the world’s largest data archives on climate information.  

 

To validate the cost analysis of our OGDL framework and to measure the accuracy of 

our approach, we conducted a series of experiments with different stratified sample sets of 

data (see section 4.2) and studied the result averages. Our best-case scenario was to dis-

cover relationships across multiple datasets, whereas our worst-case scenario was to find 

attribute relationships within identical databases (i.e. every column matches with one other 

column). 

 

4.9. Evaluation Principles 

 

The lack of a gold standard format for integration of real-world datasets poses a significant 

challenge to accurately evaluate data linkage performance. Hence, we focused on obtain-

ing accurate results prior to performing validation against OGDL measurements. We de-

veloped a fully supervised Brute Force (BF) attribute based matching technique to evalu-

ate the accuracy of attribute pairs across unrelated datasets. We used the BF technique to 

extensively calculate exact domain overlaps that considers all tuples, through determina-

tion of the weights of join attributes. The BF method determines the correlation between 

every pair of attribute relationships. The results obtained from the BF approach were used 

as a new ‘Gold Standard’ to evaluate our earlier OGDL measurements. The earlier meas-

urements originated from analyses of different horizontal and vertical data subsets, as de-

termined by multi-faceted multi-dimension relationships (see section 4.3 and 4.6). 
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We conducted two different types of experiments on each database, which we coined as 

‘WITHIN’ and ‘BETWEEN’ comparisons. ‘WITHIN’ experiments aim to test the worst-case 

scenario (as described before) by calculating OGDL accuracy and performance when ap-

plied to discover data linkages between identical databases. We assume that every col-

umn matches at least one other column as its counterpart in identical databases. 

‘BETWEEN’ experiments aim to test the best-case scenario (as described before) by cal-

culating OGDL accuracy and performance when applied to discover data linkages be-

tween variable databases. Each experiment was repeated 10 times and the statistical 

mean values were recorded in our experimental graphs. We measured the accuracy, per-

formance and scalability of our results in comparison to the new 'Gold Standard' (GS). 

 

4.9.1. Accuracy Metrics 

Accuracy tests were conducted to ensure that the obtained results were closely associated 

with the expected true values. We first determined the formation of different sets of clus-

ters using identical databases and then compared them to the 'Gold Standard'. We meas-

ured the cluster formation accuracy A as depicted in the below equation. 

 

  
                              

                          
        

( 4-5)  

Figure 8(a) shows the associated OGDL cluster formation percentages in different da-

tabases and Figure 4.9(f) shows the OGDL cluster counts in comparison to that of the GS. 

We note that the number of clusters discovered by OGDL is very close to the expected 

true values. Figure 4.9(b) shows the number of errors that occurred in different data sam-

ple dimensions. We notice that the OGDL approach can identify significant attribute rela-

tionships with minimal errors even with small data sample sizes,. Further evaluation of the 

effectiveness of OGDL algorithms when applied to different databases included calcula-

tions of different levels of correlation strengths. We used false positive (type 1 error) and 

false negative (type 2 error) correlations, which are usually applied to test statistical hy-

potheses. A false positive correlation is defined as an erroneously defined correlated rela-

tionship; and a false negative correlation is defined as a correlated relationship that is er-

roneously not defined. The results are shown in Figure 4.9(e). The error percentage ‘ ’ is 

calculated by taking into account both the OGDL attribute correlation errors       and the 

GS attribute correlation errors     , as shown in the below equation. 
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( 4-6) 

 

Table 4.2: Accuracy measurement table showing precision and recall values for top-10 table level, 

attribute level and tuple level clusters 

 

Cluster Cluster 

Size 

Precision 

(p) 

Recall 

(r) 

F Score 

Top-k Table Level Clusters     

Agriculture 102 91 92 91.49 

Economic Policy 20 73 84 78.11 

Education 569 95 99 96.95 

Energy 42 61 92 73.35 

Health and Nutrition 158 93 84 88.27 

Financials 458 85 86 85.49 

Labor Force 62 91 82 86.26 

Poverty 85 93 84 88.27 

Foreign Aid 77 95 76 84.44 

Science and Technology 258 79 78 78.49 

   85.6 85.7 85.11 

Top-k Attribute Level Clusters     

Amount 102 95 87 90.82 

Geography 220 93 78 84.84 

Year 543 84 77 80.34 

Name 52 57 86 68.55 

Indicator 856 88 67 76.07 

State 1027 85 85 85.00 

Quantity 543 81 98 88.69 

Value 345 92 97 94.43 

Certificate 54 98 67 79.58 

Note 34 94 74 82.80 

  86.7 81.6 84 

84.11 

Top-k Tuple Level Clusters     

2500 455 87 76 81.12 

Aggregates 54 99 56 71.53 

Adult Literacy 64 89 56 68.74 

Nelson 65 86 88 86.98 

Airplane 764 69 78 73.22 

United States 867 95 56 70.46 

Migration and Refugee 97 78 86 81.80 

Child Survival 945 98 67 79.58 

Accident 543 67 88 76.07 

University 434 59 93 72.19 

  82.7 74.4 76.17 
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Figure 4.9: Clockwise starting from top left (a) accuracy comparison with the gold standard in individual databases; (b) effect of strata size per-

centage against error weight percentage in individual databases; (c) formation of different clusters and their sizes in individual databases; (d) for-

mation of different clusters and their sizes on combined databases; (e) false positive and false negative correlation results on different strata sizes 

and (f) accuracy comparison to the gold standard on combined datasets. 
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We examined, as the strata size varied, the changes to the ratio of correlation of true 

matches. The results verified that the OGDL approach yields an acceptable percentage of 

expected results, even with small strata samples. We evaluated the ‘OGDL Clustering’ al-

gorithm by measuring the quality of the different sets of clusters that were formed. The 

quality of our results was monitored through experimentation on different databases and 

by recording ‘precision’ and ‘recall’ measurements. Precision p and recall r is calculated as 

shown in the below equation.  

 

  
                                                        

                           
    

                                                  

                        
 

( 4-7) 

Table 4.2 includes the percentages of the top 10 table level precision (p) and recall (r) 

values, where attribute and tuple level clusters were formed using the OGDL technique. 

The precision column shows the percentage of different sets of clusters that was correctly 

determined by the OGDL framework as belonging to the same group, compared to the 

gold standard. The recall column shows the number of clusters that were accurately identi-

fied, as a percentage of the total number of cluster elements. We observe that the em-

ployment of the OGDL clustering technique is associated with a higher precision and less 

recall than existing techniques, due to its sequential and iterative application to increasing-

ly similar clusters. A detailed study of our results demonstrated that the OGDL findings in-

clude complex attribute relationships even for attributes with different patterns.  

 

We observe that clusters with low precision, such as ‘Economic Policy’ and ‘Energy’ 

occur infrequently due to the scarcity of data correlated to these clusters, and these clus-

ters have little significance. Figure 4.9(c) and Figure 4.9(d) shows the accurate number of 

cluster overlaps formed on different databases, as a clear indication of the effectiveness of 

the OGDL clustering technique. Table 4.2 also shows the F measure results, which is the 

harmonic mean that considers both precision and recall scores. A ‘F measure’ with a score 

of 1 represents the best case scenario, while 0 represents the worst case scenario. The F 

measure, using precision (p) and recall (r), is depicted in the below equation. 

 

          
   

   
 

( 4-8) 
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4.9.2. Performance Metrics 

The analysis of the performance of the OGDL framework has included the extensive eval-

uation of its algorithms, applied to different horizontal and vertical data subsets. We com-

pared the CPU time for OGDL table, attribute and tuple level clustering with that of using 

the BF approach. Figure 4.10 (a) shows the runtime cost associated with cluster formation 

in different databases. We observe that the OGDL clustering approach scales gracefully 

when compared with the BF clustering approach. Although OGDL clustering at the tuple 

level seems to take longer, thus downgrading its overall performance in comparison to the 

attribute-based BF clustering approach, this is outweighed by the significant performance 

gains reaped during the actual cluster mapping process, as shown in Figure 4.10 (c) for 

individual databases and in between databases as depicted in Figure 4.10 (d). The perfor-

mance gains of our framework ranged between 20% and 38% on different databases. The 

reason that our framework performs so well is due to its systematic multi-faceted mapping 

stages (see section 4.4) that maps cluster concept trees. Similar experiments to perform 

attribute matching have been conducted between different datasets, and as can be seen in 

Figure 4.10 (d), the CPU time cost is significantly less using the OGDL approach than 

when using the BF approach.  

 

We further evaluated the performance of the OGDL framework by monitoring the sam-

ple size requirements for discovering cluster mappings in different databases. As can be 

seen in Figure 4.10 (b), OGDL is able to discover a minimum of 60% of relationships corre-

lations between attributes, using as little as 10-15% of the total dataset. The attribute cor-

relations that were found were the same as those found by performing multi-faceted clus-

ter mapping. This further proves that OGDL is a fast learning tool that can significantly 

contribute to address this research problem.  
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Figure 4.10: OGDL Performance Analysis. Clockwise starting from top left (a) performance comparison with BF in different databases; 

(b) effect of data sample size on correlation strengths within different databases; (c) CPU run time costs for OGDL vs. BF relationship 

mapping within individual databases; (d) CPU run time cost associated with OGDL vs. BF cluster mapping of multi-domain data; (e) CPU 

time when running OGDL and BF algorithms for finding relationships, as a function of the number of attributes; (f) CPU time comparison 

for the OGDL Clustering vs. the BF Clustering technique. 
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We monitored the OGDL technique's performance in terms of discovering relationships 

when applied to different attribute sizes. We used incremental attribute counts (100, 200, 

300, etc.) as shown in Figure 4.10 (e). The experimental results demonstrated that OGDL 

scales almost linearly with an increasing attribute count. We observe that our approach 

identifies the expected number of attribute relationships by an order of magnitude, and that 

its performance is much better than that of the BF approach, when applied for one-to-one 

or one-to-all relationship finding. Figure 4.10 (f) shows the execution times of OGDL for 

table; attribute; and tuple level clustering when applied between three disparate experi-

mental databases each with an increasing number of sample size. We observe that table 

and attribute level clustering is discovered within a reasonable amount of time. Further-

more, we observed that tuple level clustering also scales gracefully with increasing data 

sample size.  

 

The application of our OGDL approach is associated with significant performance 

measures, using as little as 10% of the sample size. In other words, related performance 

gains are dependent on the size of the strata sample and the number of attributes. OGDL 

facet mapping determines the majority of core relationships, thus increasing the effective-

ness of our system as shown in Figure 4.10 (d). After having conducted this experiment 

repeatedly, we conclude that the multi-faceted mapping approach is highly effective for 

discovery of the fine structures of individual and group datasets.  
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Figure 4.12: The OGDL cluster search engine browses and visualizes clusters formed with stem-and-leaf relationships  

 

Figure 4.11: (a) OGDL clustering with and without the data uncertainty process; (b) entity dispersion results for OGDL vs. BF (attribute based) 

clustering; (c) cluster diversity results for OGDL vs. BF (attribute based) mapping 
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4.9.3. Scalability Metrics 

Scalability tests using the OGDL approach have been conducted to assess the workload 

required; related system result throughputs; and the ability to handle varied sets of data. 

The scalability tests in our experiments are focused on quantifying the ‘entity dispersion’ 

and ‘cluster diversity’ measurements at different levels. An entity dispersion measurement 

is applied on the OGDL clustering technique to determine the frequency of occurrence of 

entity best fitting, as the number of clusters increase. Lower dispersion means that the en-

tity best corresponds to a cluster with similar cluster items (based on ontological similari-

ties), and higher dispersion means that the entity can erroneously be assigned to unrelat-

ed clusters.  

 

 Figure 4.11 (a) shows the importance of applying the ‘data uncertainty’ process (see 

section 4) prior to running the OGDL technique. As can be seen from the results, running 

OGDL algorithms can get extremely expensive if the input data is not properly classified. 

Figure 4.11 (b) shows the entity dispersion graph for OGDL clustering and for BF (attribute 

based) clustering. The best entity dispersion (ideally in primary key attribute fields) has a 

dispersion value of 0, and the best cluster diversity has a diversity value of 1. We observe 

that OGDL clustering performs better with lower dispersion, and outperforms attribute 

based clustering. This is due to the significant gains achieved by prior ontology matching 

at multiple levels. Cluster diversity measurements quantify different cluster mapping rela-

tionships, which have previously correctly been identified as expected attribute pairs. Fig-

ure 4.11 (c) shows cluster diversity measurements collected through OGDL and BF (attrib-

ute based) mapping techniques. As can be seen, OGDL outperforms BF based attribute 

mapping. In contrast to BF based attribute mapped clusters, OGDL cluster sizes are signif-

icantly larger and each cluster represents greater sets of identical and similar entities. This 

further helps to speed up the mapping process, especially when matching different da-

tasets. 
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4.10. OGDL Search Engine 

 

Our experimental results have demonstrated that OGDL clustering is able to discover on-

tology based duplicates, which is an existing research problem when using fixed threshold 

attribute based clustering approaches. We believe that our framework can significantly im-

prove fact finding and knowledge discovery measurements by the employment of the h-

gram matching [79] technique in our OGDL algorithms. Figure 4.12 shows the ‘OGDL Clus-

ter Search Engine’ prototype that was developed to visualize and validate the OGDL clus-

ter mapping algorithm. We studied the effect of choosing clusters at different levels of the 

OGDL cluster tree. Having searched for a data fact, OGDL search results are displayed 

down to the lowest level of the cluster and include relationships with other leaf clusters. As 

can be seen from Figure 4.9 (a), the accuracy percentages of the OGDL framework are 

very close to the expected true values as per the GS. The accuracies of our framework for 

different databases ranged from 77% to 98%. Our results vary slightly in comparison to the 

GS results due to the stratified sampling process employed during the ‘Data Uncertainty’ 

stage (refer to section 4). Similar experiments were conducted to determine the percent-

ages for different sets of clusters that were formed between unrelated databases. 

 

After having conducted rigorous testing, we observed that OGDL clustering is signifi-

cantly faster and highly accurate in comparison to existing techniques. OGDL clustering 

results are at least 10% more accurate than BF (attribute only based) clustering results. 

This further demonstrates that OGDL mapping has the capacity for learning the finer struc-

tures between different databases. BF is considerably slower and less accurate than 

OGDL. BF leaves many attributes unmapped and unassigned to semantic equivalent clus-

ters. We found BF to be accurate when applied to The World Bank dataset [24], which has 

normalized formatted data and is thus easily simplified for the clustering process. Howev-

er, BF clustering is not a suitable technique to map complex data clusters such as that of 

the National Climatic dataset [49]. We believe that the OGDL technique is an effective tool 

for accurate data linkage mapping of complex data clusters and that it can easily be ap-

plied to open source and commercial datasets from many different domains. We also be-

lieve our approach is considerably better than those used by enterprise mining systems 

such as SAP, which are costly, complicated and necessitates specialized IT knowledge 

and skills. Our experiments also established the usefulness of the OGDL technique for 

modal and feature selection.  
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To further demonstrate and compare hardware and software costs, we monitored the 

CPU, memory and hardware costs associated with OGDL and BF applications during ex-

periments conducted using the windows server2. The results obtained through this experi-

mentation were tracked, using our OGDL Performance Monitor prototype tool. Figure 4.13 

shows the scalability results as diagnosed on the runtime machine when running OGDL 

and BF algorithms separately. While both of them do significantly better in terms of 

memory usage than other similar techniques, OGDL uses the least CPU; i.e. the OGDL 

framework performs data linkages with less CPU expenditure and with moderate memory 

usage when compared to the BF approach. This further illustrates that the BF approach of 

attribute level mapping is very expensive both in terms of hardware and runtime costs. We 

also believe that OGDL is likely to perform well in other operating systems, with moderate 

associated hardware requirements. As these results are significant, we conclude that our 

framework scales well in terms of hardware and software costs. 

 

                                                
2
 Running OGDL methods simultaneously on multi-core processors in parallel can further improve the performance. 
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Figure 4.13: OGDL System Monitor tool displaying the CPU, Memory and Hardware disk (read/write) costs in running OGDL (left diagram) and BF 

(right diagram) methods 
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4.11. Summary 

 
In this chapter, we first introduced the ‘data uncertainty’ concept that necessitates robust 

cleaning and automatic data categorization prior to running the bulk of the data classifica-

tion processes. By performing this step firstly in the OGDL approach, we provided the 

means for tightly integrating attributes based on ontological domain information; and we 

introduced a simple unified learning model that can tag frequently occurring clusters.  We 

then presented a practical method for discovering multi-layer ontological data clusters to 

support practical and crucial information extraction tasks. Through its evaluation, we ob-

served that our OGDL algorithms are fast learners and that they gain maximum accuracy 

with a small sample of strata sets. We continued by proposing a multi-faceted mapping 

algorithm for learning the structures of input data from multiple knowledge domains. This 

method enables the cluster mapping of hierarchical tree structures as concept maps. Giv-

en our encouraging evaluation results, we believe that our approach performs accurate 

attribute level matching, unlike CORDS [16] approach, which rely on heuristics to control 

the order in which the attributes are mapped; and which exploits domain information by 

using only a subset of the information. We have also included an explanation of how our 

results can easily be integrated with IBM or Microsoft’s QBE (Query-by-Example) tools, in 

order to perform semantic queries. This is part of our future work in consideration. 

 

Our purpose in incorporating indexing techniques was to reduce runtimes while main-

taining a high cluster quality. Through extensive evaluation on real-world data, we have 

shown that the OGDL framework approach can discover data linkages when databases do 

not share common attributes. Extensive comparative BF testing has been conducted in 

order to evaluate the accuracy and performance of our framework against the attribute pair 

matching approach. Our experimental results have shown that OGDL yields accuracies 

ranging from 84% to 86%, between databases, and up to 93% within individual databases. 

Through multi-domain experimentation, we have proved that OGDL can be used during 

the crucial data mining phase for automated graphical analysis and cluster visualization. 

Our results have also demonstrated that the OGDL algorithms can perform accurate data 

linkages with as little as 10% of the actual database size that is available, for training pur-

poses. We aimed at enabling our framework to be applied by existing QBE based tools 

such as IBM or Microsoft’s Data Analyser, to perform sensible queries to support accurate 

fact extraction, and to support a wide-variety of data-warehouse tasks. We believe that the 

OGDL approach is an effective approach for practical information extraction and crucial 
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fact finding purposes, and that it performs better than other attribute-based clustering ap-

proaches with the same aim.  In the future, we plan to work on multiple clustering consoli-

dation and cluster scaling techniques. Future work in this area includes the conduction of 

runtime tests for fast cluster browsing and to meet semantic reasoning learning needs, 

compatible with Google style browsing. 

 

In the next chapter, we will introduce extension of OGDL Framework for continued col-

laborative development and application of our 'Gold Standard' as a semantic reasoning 

Upper Ontology in a problem-solution learning framework. This will support data integra-

tion in a knowledge repository with greatly enhanced data mining capacity, and will enable 

user-friendly First Order Logic querying to extract meaningful facts without expert IT 

knowledge and skills. We applied our prototype application to the field of risk manage-

ment, historically hampered by disparate domain ontologies and datasets. This extension 

of our OGDL Framework incorporates the capacity to: 

 

 Help develop the Upper Ontology and Learning Framework linkages of their de-

identified datasets; 

 Perform shared view risk modeling with drilling capacity of time complex, time-

stamped datasets that have automated access to machine learning of 

knowledge repository patterns and anomalies; 

 Use interactive decision-tree visualization weighted by ranked levels of evidence 

and expert agreement to support and accelerate progress towards approximated 

consensus on findings; 

 Store evidentiary time-stamped data mining views referenced as chains-of-

relationships towards consensus development; 

 Link and rank resources with chains-of-relationships for digital streaming pur-

poses to support quality risk management; 

 Compare existing risk indicators and related resource implementation standards 

and task guidelines based on machine learning results and expert best practice 

evidence weighting using a Likert scale; 

 Label and integrate streaming real-world data in the knowledge repository;  

 Choose a variety of data views, including graphical computed windows of oppor-

tunity for risk management as per set of risk factors in time and per available re-

sources; GIS linked streamed tracking of risk interventions; virtual team meeting 
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spaces; and dashboard views with automated pre-defined as well as machine 

learnt alerts;  

 Recommend improved standards and task guidelines per risk profile, and ad-

dress risk prevention and mitigation for geographic clusters of risk profile attrib-

utes, including workforce planning and human resource strategies; 

 Semantically reason using the Upper Ontology in the Learning Framework as a 

regular expression language with First Order Logic capacity to help drive re-

search and resource implementation effort for optimal and sustainable impact. 

 

In conclusion, our framework introduced in this chapter can be used with un-

normalized, semi-normalized and normalized databases of various sizes. Through the 

evaluation of the accuracy, performance and scalability of our framework when applied to 

unrelated databases with different horizontal and vertical subsets, we proved that the 

OGDL approach achieves high quality results and that the development of our framework 

is highly significant, and an important step towards user-friendly semantic reasoning func-

tionality in a Semantic Web environment.  
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Chapter 5                                                                     
Extending OGDL Framework for Clinical Suc-

cess Indicator Development  

 

5.1. Problem Description 

 

Clinical risk management is a complex problem, with stakeholders that include health 

improvement and service funding sources, patients, carers, and service providers, each 

with their own silo of disparate health data: 'There is a need to pool together collective 

knowledge and experience, and infuse it into a decision-support system (DSS) on an 

ongoing basis' [83, 84]. Evidence of this problem was established by a review of the 

quality of clinical guidelines in hospitals in Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philip-

pines and Thailand spanning the period 1988-98 [86]. Australian studies show that 

around 50% of medication errors occur at interfaces of care [87, 89]; 2–5% drug charts 

typically contain prescribing errors, and up to 70% of medicines administered intrave-

nously have one or more clinical errors [6]; and that up to 30% of Australian hospital 

admissions of patients older than 75 years are medication related. [87]. Clinical guide-

line development has also been found to be enormously time, skill and resource inten-

sive, and there is a general consensus towards improved development of evidence-

based clinical practice guidelines in [92].   

 

There has been consistent reference made in Australia to the need for e-health as 

an approach to improve clinical outcomes, by providing decision-support at the point of 

care [89, 91, and 93]. It is part of the national Australian e-health strategy to ‘Improve 

the quality, safety and efficiency of clinical practices by giving care providers better ac-

cess to consumer health information, clinical evidence and clinical decision support 

tools’ [89]. Clinical risk management research currently uses the approach of scientific 

clinical trials, and as a result evidence for improving patient outcomes is limited to the 

number of patient cases included in such trials [86, 94, and 96]. To make things worse, 

such data is usually analysed in terms of failure, not success. Also, we have found that 

published clinical guidelines are not transparently evidence-based or holistic, and that 
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they cannot be tailored for complex patient problems at the care interface [86, 87, 92, 

and 93]. 

 

Point-in-time-filtering
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Figure 5.1: Extended OGDL point-in-time-filtering visualisation 

 

In this chapter, we propose a new approach to derive composite data driven clinical 

success indicators from clinical trial datasets, and compare the results with published 

indicators from existing clinical guidelines. We propose that data driven clinical risk and 

related resource and implementation indicators be identified through machine learning 

of past evidence. Disparate and heterogeneous health data is semantically integrated 

through use of a novel primitive upper ontology, developed for the purpose of risk man-

agement in a problem solution learning framework. We propose the development of a 

health research collaboration system as depicted to mine and peer-review quantitative 

and qualitative scientific and observational clinical data, including streaming electronic 

health records. This will support the development of a best practice clinical practice 

guideline assessment framework with evidence based on the collaboration platform’s 

health knowledge repository. The aim is to provide best-practice holistic risk manage-

ment at the care interface, to help close the gap between the strategic intentions of clin-

ical guidelines and its real-world impact, through an acceleration of holistic collaborative 
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clinical risk management research. We aimed at meeting national and international 

eHealth goals to support evidence based medicine through standardized and interop-

erable electronic health records; and the transfer of expert policy recommendations into 

appropriate composite clinical success indicators for real-time point-of-care clinical risk 

decision-support. This research has significance for academic and applied researchers, 

health service planning and management professionals, and health workers, as an in-

troduction to a new approach to collaborative optimised preventive risk management, 

using a semantic web based collaboration platform for risk management. The approach 

has wider applicability to public and environmental risk management. 

 

5.2. Relevant Work 

5.2.1. Health Data Semantic Interoperability 

The European Commission reported in [94] that a wide range of international stake-

holders have a growing concern to address the more complex and generalised chal-

lenges of patient safety and the cost-effective and equitable use of healthcare re-

sources, though the achievement of full semantic interoperability of health data. The 

report describes current research efforts such as Systematized Nomenclature of Medi-

cine Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) and HL7, as ‘large and unwieldy’ and not helpful in 

achieving health data semantic interoperability. They stated that there is an urgent 

need for the development of a framework for aggregation of electronic health data to 

produce public health indicators and alerts. 

 

5.2.2. Upper Ontology Development 

A number of studies have identified that an upper ontology is necessary for accurate 

data integration in real-time [95-97]. Examples of application specific development and 

implementation of upper ontology semantic reasoning capacity are found in the do-

mains of military and security risk management, for example in [98]; and of environ-

mental sustainability management, as exemplified by [99]. These applications are in-

house decision-support tools, aimed at real-time risk prevention and mitigation; domain 

knowledge specific as well as local process specific; and do not use a universally ac-

ceptable user-friendly primitive upper ontology that would enable its wider semantic 

reasoning application in terms of risk management. Current approaches to upper ontol-

ogy development have thousands of elements, including BFO, Cyc, DOLCE, GFO, 

PROTON, Sowa’s ontology and SUMO. They typically have 2,000 to 10,000 elements 
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(classes, relations) with complex interactions among them, and do not share a common 

approach or method to compare their performance in practice [100].  

 

The SUO WG Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) consists of approxi-

mately 4,000 assertions (including over 800 rules) and 1,000 concepts [101]. SUMO’s 

basic entities are physical, including object and process terms, and the abstract ‘think-

ing’ terms quantity, attribute, set or class, relation, proposition, graph, and graph ele-

ment. For practical application, SUMO has been found to need extensive addition to its 

terms for the purposes of risk management team roles and tasks for an in-house appli-

cation [102].  

 

PSL is an International Standard (ISO 18629) modular, extensible first-order logic 

ontology [82] that aims to capture upper ontology concepts required for manufacturing 

and business process specification. PSL does not serve as a standard primitive upper 

ontology, as it has over 300 concepts across 50 extensions of a common core theory 

(PSL-Core), each with a set of first-order axioms written in Common Logic (ISO 24707).  

 

The lack of universal agreement about a standard upper ontology with a limited 

number of primitive elements that would enable user-friendly mapping and merging of 

all existing domain ontologies in a collective knowledge model constitutes a significant 

research challenge [100]. As a meta-ontology for inter-ontology mapping its meta-level 

concepts would support collaborators to accurately map between sets of classes of dif-

ferent ontologies with differences in meaning [104]. Such a standard primitive upper 

ontology would guide data fusion and development of mathematical algorithms [105] for 

event risk computation, and enable collaborators to use First-Order Logic for the pur-

pose of collaborative risk management. 
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Figure 5.2: The OGDL framework towards Collaborative Risk Indicator Management. 

 

5.3. Extension of OGDL Framework with FLORM 

5.3.1. FLORM 

In order to support development of a risk knowledge repository; and to enable semantic 

reasoning to deliberate consensus on improved success and risk indicators, we pro-

pose an extension of our OGDL framework [106] through a novel First-Order Logic 

Primitive (with less than 100 elements) Upper Ontology for Risk Management, 

(FLORM),. We extend OGDL to extract semantic cluster patterns of past evidence of 

resource and intervention success for specific problems from the knowledge repository, 

which is organized through FLORM in a problem-solution framework. This enables ma-

chine learning of data driven composite holistic success indicators from the knowledge 

repository, as an integration of risk indicators with successful resource and intervention 

indicators. This is significant for an evidence-based approach to risk management, as 

depicted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The proposed primitive upper ontology consists of 4 

layers as shown in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: Proposed FLORM Upper Ontology Layers 

 

The OGDL Composite success indicator analysis algorithm is defined in Algorithm 

4 and the prototype is depicted in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. The algorithm firstly maps 

the semantic clusters of available resources and intervention options specific to a set of 

problems, and then identifies the evidence-based clusters of resources and interven-

tions that conform to both of this as well as to the user provided set of outcome and 

evaluation success factors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L
a
y
er

 1
 

 

5 high-level meta-level concepts (general entities that do not belong to a specific problem 

domain, and thereby would lead naturally to a categorization scheme for existing thesauri, 

encyclopedias, indices, etc.). These are: Problem, Resource, Implementation, Outcome 

and Evaluation. These concepts are perdurants, which are entities that can only be seen 

partly at any given snapshot in time.  

L
a
y
er

 2
  

The proposed primitive upper ontology has a mid-level ontology of 6 meta-level con-
cepts: These are: What, Who, Where, When, Why, How. In upper ontologies, these con-
cepts are endurants, which are those entities that can be observed-perceived as a complete 
concept, at no matter which given snapshot of time.  

L
a
y
er

 3
  

The 5 low-level meta-level concepts are IF, AND, THEN, ELSE, ELSEIF, which enable 
advanced querying of mappings to the upper ontology, using SQL. These concepts are 
endurants. 

L
a
y
er

 4
  

The lowest-level meta-level concepts define data linkages between unique concepts, and 
consist of 3 triplets organized in strings. Figure 3 demonstrates the OGDL extension with 
FLORM in terms of success factor derivation. 
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Algorithm 4: OGDL Composite Success Indicator Analyser 

Success indicator algorithm 

Input:  

A Set of Clinical PROBLEM, RESOURCE, IMPLEMENTATION, OUTCOME and 

EVALUATION factors. 

Output:  

A Set of composite SUCCESS indicators per PROBLEM.  

IF(PROBLEM,5WH)=(x1,x2,xn,…)ANDAVAILABLE(RESOURCE, 5WH) = (y1, y2, 

yn,…)ANDOPTIONS(INTERVENTION,5WH)=(z1,z2,zn,…)ANDSUCCESS

(OUTCOME, 5WH) ⊂  (a1,a2,an,…)ANDSUCCESS(EVALUATION,5WH)⊂ 

(b1,b2,bn,…) 

THEN=(SUCCESSINDICATOR,5WH)=(c1,c2,cn,…)WHEREC⊂ ( x1y1z1a1b1,  

x1y2z1a1b1,x1y3z1a1b1,…) 

 

An example as applied to our clinical dataset: 

IF PROBLEM     = WHO      (Adult Age Group, Gender)  

                    WHAT (Age Years,  Weight Kg,  Ankle/tibia/fibula fracture or disloca-

tion,  Average of Minutes Between Procedure And Last Food, Average of Minutes Between 

Procedure And Last Fluid) 

AND    INTERVENTION  =  WHAT   (Sedation Combination contains Propofol IV) 

AND    OUTCOME          =  WHAT   (Level of Sedation 5 or 6) 

AND    EVALUATION      = WHAT   (Successful Procedure) 

THEN  

             RESOURCE          =  WHO    (Staff seniority, Staff discipline, ED doctor status) 

AND    INTERVENTION  =  WHEN  (Procedure timing within the sedative drug's pharmaco-

logical-ly active time,  Minutes Between Procedure And Medication) 

           WHAT ( Sedation Drug Groups used, All Drugs used in Combination) 

           HOW   (Average Drug given mg per kg) 
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Figure 5.3: The general architecture of extended version of the OGDL framework. 
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5.4. FLORM Real-World Data Mapping Using Semantic Technologies 

 

We propose a unique approach of triplets that map the upper ontology to existing se-

mantic technologies and to real-world data, including peer-review of evidence and ex-

pert opinions in regards to risk management, as discourse threads that can be data 

mined. Threads are collaborator time-stamped strings of semantic primitive upper on-

tology use: the ontology performs as a ‘metalanguage’, that relates problem-solution 

risk management concepts to the use of unique concepts. These concepts are linked in 

RDF triples, where the RDF vocabulary elements are represented by unique health 

concepts. Strings of triplets are threaded to link system applications through a semantic 

web middleware architecture to a collaboration platform for real-time risk management. 

This approach enables semantic interoperability with semantic technologies, as it ex-

tends the semantic web concept of a Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph. 

An RDF graph typically consists of triplet subject-predicate-object expressions, and we 

not use triplets stores as unique concept lists, as this format does not enable the flexi-

bility needed to model different choices and their real-world impacts as statistical con-

cordances. Instead we maintain the triplet format of subject-predicate-object as snap-

shot in time map-able using IF THEN, etc. by users for real-world data linkage. We 

support collaborators to move away from a freeform sentence format for communica-

tion and to conform to contribution to 5WH question and answer option development. 

This leads to threads of problem related answer (ranked) support as statistical use of 

unique concepts, mapped to the upper ontology and to the unique concept topical in-

dex, in a particular collaboration discourse. 

 

We extend the triplet format to an entity–attribute–value model with an object ori-

ented design; this enables robust data source, level of evidence/agreement/satisfaction 

referencing as meta-data specification by users. This constitutes a bridging of a current 

significant gap in research, as multiple triplets of subject-predicate-object AND entity–

attribute–value can now be threaded together to enable logical discourse threads that 

are enriched in multiple ways through metadata links: hyperlinks to the multi-media 

source data; Wikipedia style URL page definitions of unique concepts referenced to 

existing health coding indices including SNOMED-CT, HL7 and ICD-10; contributing 

collaborators’ real-world data including electronic health records; published web table 

and freeform text web data; to visual depictions of forecasting and consensus approxi-
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mation; etc., to continue unambiguous communication for accelerated and reliable evi-

dence and consensus development.  

 

Our primitive upper ontology approach enables representation of clinical knowledge 

in a format that would permit robust knowledge repository additions and accurate 

knowledge flow for decision-support application. Collaborative risk knowledge reposito-

ry creation is quality assured through semantic reasoning, in a process of timely evi-

dence-based expert consensus approximation to prevent preventable risk within win-

dows of opportunities, as suggested by machine learning of past evidence. This would 

support best-practice dissemination for reliable and timely preventive risk management 

at the care interface, as well as at service funding and planning stages. At the point of 

care, the use of the primitive upper ontology enables decision-support for specific pa-

tient problem’s, supported by data mined patterns of past interventions’ short-and-long-

term costs and benefits for patients with similar complex clinical risk profiles.  

 

5.5. Experimental Evaluation for Clinical Success Factors 

5.5.1. Clinical Trial Datasets 

We analysed an Australian clinical trial datasets of 2,623 patients that was collected 

from eleven Australian public hospital emergency departments, between January 2006 

and December 2008 [107]. Patients were included if a sedative drug was administered 

for an emergency department procedure, and data include detailed risk knowledge re-

lating to patient problems; procedural staff; procedural drugs; clinical procedures; pa-

tient outcomes and procedural evaluations. We derive data driven composite clinical 

success factors from successful patient outcomes for the purpose of future evidence-

based best-practice decision-support at the point of care, and compare our recommen-

dations to published risk indicator data extracted from the same datasets using the sta-

tus quo approach to consensus deliberation on clinical research findings for improved 

health outcomes. 

 

5.5.2. FLORM Mapping to the Datasets 

Expert knowledge was used to map the datasets row and column headings to FLORM. 

Dataset column headings were categorized as ‘experimental’ vs. ‘classification’ factors; 

and were mapped to the primitive upper ontology using the intuition that a patient’s de-

mographic and clinical risk factors, including their reason for having to be treated, rep-
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resent ‘problems’. These factors were therefore mapped to the problem (who, what, 

where, when, how, and why) FLORM concepts. The experimental factors (that can be 

changed in future, organizationally) were mapped to FLORM resource (5WH), interven-

tion (5WH), outcome (5WH) and evaluation (5WH).  We perform statistical data extrac-

tion given a specific problem set, and available knowledge of past successful resource 

choices and intervention outcomes. We introduce the concept of problem-based se-

mantic reasoning using FLORM, for example: 

 

IF Problem = X AND Outcome = Success AND Evaluation = Success, THEN Resource 

is approximated to be Y and Intervention is approximated to by Z, given available evi-

dence.  

In regards to this dataset, the following mapping was performed to extract the Compo-

site  

 

Clinical Success Indicator: 

IF [Risk Indicator = Generic Age Group + Injury Type + Minutes since Last 

Food/Fluids/Alcohol] AND [Evaluation Indicator (Successful procedure, Level of Seda-

tion 5 or 6)] of composite associated [Risk Indicator + Resource Indicator + Intervention 

Indicator + Outcome Indicator]  

THEN [Resource Indicator = Hospital Care Discipline + ED Doctor Status + Staff Sen-

iority + Drug Administrated and Route] AND [Intervention Indicator = Combination Drug 

Group + Aver-age Minutes Between Procedure and Medication + Procedure Performed 

within Pharmacological Active Time + Average Given Dose mg Per kg]. 

 

5.5.3. Knowledge Extraction Procedures 

We used FLORM first-order logic for semantic reasoning and knowledge extraction to 

derive Composite Success Indicators from the dataset. We extracted problem, resource 

and intervention knowledge relating to successful outcomes and evaluations for adult 

patients that had emergency procedural sedation that included the drug Propofol ad-

ministered intravenously, alone or with other sedatives. Existing clinical risk findings 

from the same dataset, performed by the clinical trial researchers, were extracted using 

the status quo clinical research approach of statistical multivariate logistic regression. 

Their findings are focused on the occurrence of risk factors in terms of procedural fail-

ure. Some of their conclusions were that Propofol had the highest failure rate of all 
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sedative drugs used as a single sedative agent (5.9%, 95% CI 4.6–7.6) [108]; in-

creased body weight and specific procedures, such as hip reduction, were associated 

with significantly higher failure rates [108]; and that increasing age and level of seda-

tion, pre-medication with fentanyl, and sedation with Propofol, midazolam or fentanyl 

were risk factors for an airway event (P < 0.05) [80]. 

 

Table 5.2: Successful Procedure, Level of sedation 5 or 6, Adult patients, Ankle/tibia/fibula pro-

cedures, Propofol IV used alone or in combination with other sedatives 
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COUNT 
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67.00 61.00 61.00 61.00 6.00 51.00 64.00 

AVG 43.07 81.02 559.38 477.57 -146.00 0.02 0.14 

MAX 63.00 170.00 14520.00 14520.00 374.00 1.00 10.00 

MIN 17.00 50.00 -1100.00 -1143.00 -1120.00 -1.00 -1.00 

STDEV 12.81 21.10 1877.67 1880.18 745.39 0.31 1.26 

STDEVP 12.71 20.93 1862.21 1864.71 680.44 0.30 1.25 
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3535088.7
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Table 5.3: Propofol IV initial dose in combination with other sedatives 
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Endone PO, Midazolam IV, 

Morphine IV, Propofol IV 

1.00 170 170 170  0  0 

Fentanyl IV, Ketamine IV, 

Propofol IV 

1 10 10 10  0  0 

Fentanyl IV, Metoclopramide 

IV, Midazolam IV, Morphine 

IV, Propofol IV 

1 50 50 50  0  0 

Fentanyl IV, Morphine IV, 

Propofol IV 

6 125 300 20 102.5

2 

93.59 1051

0 

8758.

33 

Fentanyl IV, Nurofen PO, 

Propofol IV 

1 200 200 200  0  0 

Fentanyl IV, Panadeine Forte 

PO, Propofol IV 

1 200 200 200  0  0 

Fentanyl IV, Propofol IV 20 98.7

5 

280 25 66.92 65.23 4478.

62 

4254.

69 

Ketamine IV, Morphine IV, 

Propofol IV 

2 81 90 72 12.73 9 162 81 

Metoclopramide IV, Morphine 

IV, Propofol IV 

2 85 120 50 49.50 35 2450 1225 

Midazolam IV, Morphine IV, 

Nitrous oxide % INH , Propofol 

IV 
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03 
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Table 5.4: Propofol IV subsequent dose in combination with other sedatives 
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Figure 5.4: From left to right, Patients per level of Sedation 5 or 6, Staff seniority, Staff ED Doctor 

status. 
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In comparison to the standard clinical research approach, we mapped the datasets to 

FLORM categories of problems, resources, interventions, outcomes and evaluations (see 

Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). We then filtered our datasets for successful outcomes and 

evaluations, and continued to perform OGDL semantic clustering at table, column and tu-

ple levels, as described in [106]. Through this process, we derived semantic clusters of 

resources and interventions that were associated with success for specific sets of patient 

problems. Following this process, we derived statistical data for each experimental factor. 

This demonstrates our novel approach to evidence-based decision-support at the clinical 

interface; and to evidence-based continuous improvement of machine readable clinical 

guidelines. Reliability of this approach is dependent on sufficient patient case data being 

incorporated in the knowledge repository for data driven findings to be of statistical signifi-

cance; and on integration of weighted expert opinion to validate the levels of evidence and 

agreement with best-practice. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Extended OGDL Framework Prototype for FLORM with Grid View 

 

Table 5.2 shows the Successful Procedure, Level of sedation 5 or 6, Adult patients, 

Ankle/tibia/fibula procedures, Propofol IV used alone or in combination with other seda-

tives. From the results, it is significant that the average age of adults that were associated 

with success was 43 years; this corresponds to the heuristic that youth impacts positively 

on health outcomes. Similarly, average weight for the group was 80kg, which also corre-

sponds to the heuristic of the impact of a healthy weight on successful outcomes. It is im-
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portant to note that the average minutes between food and fluid consumption that was as-

sociated with success was more than 4 hours - this confirms the belief that these factors 

have a significant impact on the success of outcomes. This observation is an example of 

how 'anecdotal' patient case data can help prioritise future research efforts to actively re-

duce poor outcomes. Also significant was the finding that the administration of the sedative 

drug needed to be within the time period that would assure its pharmacological activity 

during the procedure. 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Extended OGDL Framework Prototype for FLORM with Chart View 

 

Table 5.3 shows the Propofol IV initial dose in combination with other sedatives. It is 

significant to note that there is a large variation in the average dose of Propofol that was 

administered intravenously in combination with other sedatives, with associated sedative 

success. From Table 5.4, we observe that the subsequent doses of intravenous Propofol 

that was administered with success in combination with other sedatives, after the initial 

(loading) dose, were significantly less than the initial dose, and again varied significantly in 

combination with different sedatives. 

 

Figure 5.4 shows a set of composite success indicator factors. Clinicians evaluated the 

patient’s level of sedation on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 6, and we defined 'successful seda-

tion' as a level of 5 or 6. It is significant to note that for ankle, tibia and fibula procedures, 

success was associated with senior staff with experience, and not with junior staff mem-
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bers. Two thirds of successful procedures were associated with doctors with experience in 

the emergency department, as opposed to doctors that were from other hospital depart-

ments and performed the procedure. 
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5.6. Summary 

 

In this chapter, we have addressed current research challenges for semantic knowledge 

management. [104] describes T as a first-order theory, a set of first-order sentences 

closed under logical entailment and describes the challenge to find new core theories in 

the case when a reduction of a new theory T, does not exist, but T is reducible to an ex-

tension of the core hierarchies. In this chapter, we introduced a unique root theory as a 

primitive upper ontology, which is a meta-language across ontology repositories. We ad-

dress the challenge outlined in [104] by proposing that data-driven new knowledge of suc-

cess indicators are mapped to the upper ontology in a topical problem-solution core hier-

archy of unique concept confirmation by collaborators, validating the data driven indicators 

for real-world and real-time use. 

 

The challenge to incorporate techniques for ontology verification to characterize the 

models of new theories that are under probation as a result of the decomposing procedure 

as outlined in [104] is addressed by our proposal for collaborator polling on levels of 

agreement with theories under probation, as best-practice resources and interventions for 

problem/evaluation success. We propose to address the challenge through development 

of a collaboration platform for this purpose, with transparent time-stamped collaborator 

new theory validation discourse. 

 

The challenge to explore techniques that use the reductions and profiles of theories to 

generate semantic mappings between ontologies as outlined in [104] is addressed by the 

proposal for mappings to synonyms of the core unique concepts of FLORM, e.g. problem - 

issue; challenge; incident. In future work, we aim to introduce the concept of robust up-

dates of unique concepts in Wikipedia pages, as aggregated consensus on its meaning, 

through a process of transparent peer-review of theories regarding a unique concept's po-

sitioning in problems, resources, interventions, etc. 

 

We addressed the research challenge outlined in [104] regarding trunk theories being 

used to design new extensions of existing ontologies that are reducible to the core hierar-

chies, given that in any hierarchy, the complete set of trunk theories for a core hierarchy 

corresponds to the axioms of all complete extensions of the root theory. We enable this 

through a knowledge repository development approach, where the dataset for a specific 
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problem, and its associated evidence of applications for successful outcomes/evaluations, 

in terms of resources and its implementations, is used dynamically to derive best-practice 

composite success factors for specific risk factor sets at a snapshot in time. We proposed 

that new knowledge be collaboratively developed regarding new unique concepts, and al-

so regarding the use of unique concepts in PRIOE theories.  

 

To summarise, we introduced a novel primitive upper ontology FLORM for risk man-

agement, and demonstrated its usefulness in mapping existing health data to a problem-

solution framework, to derive composite holistic success factors. We demonstrated how 

this approach, enhanced by our OGDL framework, enables the development of evidence-

based indicators that are both machine readable and human understandable, and an im-

provement on risk indicators derived on the same dataset using the status quo approach. 

We discussed FLORM’s ability to enable semantic interoperability, which supports a global 

demand for accurate and reliable semantic integration of disparate and heterogeneous 

data. We proposed the use of this approach in eHealth to meet the current urgent demand 

to improve preventive clinical risk management patient outcomes, and equitable service 

planning and provision. 

 

In the next chapter, as part of our future work, we will introduce the development of a 

semantic web application for risk management, (SWARM). It will be based on explicit and 

altruistic public risk-minimisation values and goals, and act as a transparent compliance 

system to current best practice; as well as a collaborative research platform for improved 

best practice. We will integrate our proposed risk management problem-solution primitive 

upper ontology for cross-domain semantic integration of historic risk management activi-

ties and outcomes in a shared knowledge base and for semantic reasoning in a conversa-

tional expert system approach. The aim will to be enhancing weighted expert opinions us-

ing the holistic of teleonic principles [78] for real-world simulation, agile methods, semantic 

clustering and statistical inference. This will support the alignment of strategy with real-

world findings through forward and backward feeding loops for evidence-based holistic 

data driven composite success indicator development, with minimisation of assumptions 

and bias.  

 

Through our research contributions, collaborators can be supported to transparently 

approximate evidence-based consensus on transferable learning of past relevant success-
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ful risk interventions. In a real-world, real-time decision-support application, collaborators 

can provide evidence-based decision-support tailored to a specific local current risk level, 

the acceptable risk level, the availability of best-practice resources, do-able interventions, 

timelines, roles and tasks, as reliable holistic success indicators. We aim to introduce a 

community cloud based collaboration platform which will support collaborators to quality 

assure accurate data linkage and semantic integration in a shared risk knowledge reposi-

tory; and to deliberate on best-practice success factors, with support from OGDL and 

FLORM. 

 



 

Chapter 6                                                               
Conclusions 

 

In this chapter we review the whole thesis and give detailed prospects for future works on 

our research. First, a short summary is presented as an overview of research with an em-

phasis on contributions made in Data Linkage and its applications in Clinical Risk Man-

agement. We show that our proposed solutions are highly efficient when applied on heter-

ogeneous databases and can be easily adaptable well in practice. Then, future research 

proposals are introduced. These include the follow-up sub-topics for the future directions 

presented in this thesis. 

 

6.1. Summary of Results 

 

In this doctorial research, we have provided three significant contributions that can solve 

the problem of performing Data Linkage through structural analysis on knowledge domain 

based on probabilistic matching technique. Each of these contributions are summarised 

below.  

 

First, to deal with the problem of matching pairs, we evaluated and showed how h-

gram technique can be effectively and efficiently be used for matching similar records and 

emphasised its relevance in concept clustering and cluster matching on a probabilistic ba-

sis. Through experimental results, we showed that the h-gram record matching is highly 

significant and advances set-of-sets technique [8] by extending the features of scale based 

hashing and n-gram techniques. 

 

We then provided a highly effective and efficient OGDL framework for querying and in-

tegrating heterogeneous databases in the presence of data uncertainties, demonstrating 

an effective method for identifying how different sets of tables, attributes and tuples can be 

linked with the primary aim to understand the past and predict the future. To deal with the 

problem of data uncertainties, we took modular neural-network to the next level through 

the formal introduction of ranking and classifying ontological characteristics in multiple 

modules. We figured applying a combination of various methods for solving data linkage 
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problem that is applicable in solving our unique research problem and introduced three 

unique industry level applications (see section 4.7) which are: 1) we developed the core 

‘OGDL Data Miner’ which performs the bulk of our proposed framework tasks at different 

stages; 2) we developed the ‘OGDL Cluster Search Engine’, an interactive and user-

friendly tool to visualize the cluster stem-and-leaves formed across multi-domain data-

bases. By clicking on any searchable cluster, the user can drill into its correlated clusters 

for knowledge discovery and for exploration of ‘chains-of-facts’; 3) we developed the 

‘OGDL Performance Monitor’ tool to analyze the scalability of our framework while running 

on different machines. Through accuracy, performance and scalability experimental tests, 

we proved that the OGDL approach achieves high quality results and that the development 

of our framework is highly significant, and important as a step towards advancing the data 

linkage process. 

 

Finally, we extended OGDL framework and introduced FLORM towards collaborative 

clinical risk management. FLORM enables the development of machine understandable 

risk policies, guidelines and standard operating procedures to be developed as shared in-

telligence, enhanced by peer-review. FLORM aims to support this process through its ca-

pacity for first-order logic, by enabling semantic reasoning about the validity and feasibility 

of various solution options. OGDL supports the process by giving collaborators access to 

relevant extracted knowledge during consensus deliberation. Collaborator dynamic data 

linking will be able to support preventive risk management, and related resource and task 

coordination through access to best-practice success factors at the point-of-decision-

making.  

 

In addition, in this concluding chapter, we will introduce the development of cloud 

based health research collaboration architecture towards the development and dissemina-

tion of best-practice clinical guidelines that are reliable, user-friendly, dynamic, tailor-able 

and timely machine-and-human readable success indicators and early warning risk indica-

tors. 
 

6.2. Future Work 

 

There is a significant problem with the high level of occurrence of preventable morbidity 

and mortality in healthcare, which directly impacts health service sustainability. Published 
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clinical guidelines are the status quo approach to address this issue, with a variable level 

of scientific evidence and currency; and they are usually not available in a user-friendly 

format at the care interface. Our investigation determined that there is an urgent need for 

user-friendly clinical guidelines that support dynamic evidence-based and patient tailored 

decision-support in real-time at the point-of-care, and that the current approach to clinical 

guideline development and dissemination does not support this need.  

 

 

Figure 6.1: Cloud based ontology-guided data integration, knowledge collaboration, contribution 

and creation 

 

As part of our future directions, we propose a cloud based clinical collaboration for de-

velopment of a shared health knowledge repository for the purpose of best-practice clinical 

risk and success indicator development and dissemination as machine and human reada-

ble clinical guidelines. We recommend a novel Primitive Upper Ontology for this purpose, 

and aim to demonstrate its use for integration and machine learning of disparate hetero-

geneous data and for enhancement of the resulting knowledge by expert opinion to devel-

op consensus on best-practice clinical guidelines. We focus on cloud network architecture, 

supported by an ontology guided data linkage framework and problem-solution framework, 

utilizing the primitive upper ontology, for cloud based clinical collaboration. The aim is to 
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investigate and overcome the problems posed by status quo clinical guideline develop-

ment and dissemination for robust point-of-care decision-support and collaborative re-

search approach which has significant potential to improve health outcomes and related 

services and its sustainability. 

 

When attempting to develop evidence for best-practice clinical guidelines, such linking 

has to be accurate and user-friendly to support reliable decision-support, and has to incor-

porate expert consensus on best-practice [83, 86, 87, 89, 92, and 93]. The status quo of 

clinical guideline development and dissemination involves both disparate hardcopy and 

digital resources, in various formats, including drug administration handbooks, protocols, 

and standards. These resources are not usually user-friendly, have variable levels of ac-

cessibility, evidence and currency, and can usually not be tailored to specific patient prob-

lems at the decision-making care interface [86, 89].  

 

In this final chapter, as part of our future work, we propose a limited primitive upper on-

tology for clinical guideline development and dissemination, and introduce the concept of 

transparent aggregated expert evaluation to examine the wisdom for solutions, based on 

knowledge of the past, utilizing the upper ontology. We introduce our proposed ontology 

guided data linkage framework in terms of this approach, and propose its extension 

through the primitive upper ontology in a semantic cloud based architecture for clinical col-

laboration. We aim to demonstrate our proposed approach towards the development and 

dissemination of best-practice clinical guidelines that are reliable, user-friendly, dynamic, 

tailor-able and timely machine-and-human readable success indicators and early warning 

risk indicators. We expect this research advancement can demonstrate an improvement in 

regards to status quo clinical guideline reliability and user-friendliness, highlighting the sig-

nificance of our work and its future direction in terms of collaborative best-practice clinical 

guideline development and dissemination. 

 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.3 we demonstrate a moti-

vating example and provide our identified recommendations in clinical risk management; in 

Section 6.4 we propose our future semantic cloud based approach; and in Section 6.5 we 

draw summary and conclusions of our research work. 
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6.3. Identified Recommendations 

 

In [102], as a cutting edge approach to collaborative non-profit public service manage-

ment, the ‘working ontology’’ was defined as in Figure 6.2. The EHMP ontology [99] has 

many thousands of potential upper level ontology terms, as does other current approaches 

to developing upper ontologies, despite being a ‘cutting-edge’ approach to preventing pre-

ventable public (non-profit) risk. In Australia, as part of our research, we have identified the 

core recommendations for improved clinical risk management, transferable to other risk 

management arenas. These recommendations are as follows.   

 

The data linkage process should support all four processes of the knowledge man-

agement cycle: Knowledge creation; knowledge structuring; knowledge dissemination; and 

knowledge application [83]. We acknowledge that accurate data integration in a shared 

healthcare knowledge repository, as a logical enterprise knowledge warehouse (EKW) that 

incorporates clinical, administrative, and financial processes [83], will support health care 

providers to effectively and efficiently assess, control and communicate clinical risk to min-

imize (unreasonable) clinical risk, and thus support the prevention of medical negligence 

and/or human error [93].  

 

Integrated (time series) healthcare data, using a clinical risk factor(s) analysis ap-

proach, should provide service providers with the necessary capacity for evidence-based 

healthcare, through the formulation and amendment of clinical guidelines (CPG)s as part 

of integrated care pathways (ICP)s [87]. ICPs are structured multidisciplinary patient care 

plans, with detail of the essential steps in the care of patients with a specific clinical risk 

profile, and integrate preventive functions for medical negligence. This enables any devia-

tion from CPGs to be documented as statistical variance. Such analysis of deviations and 

variances provide a means for continued systematic audit of clinical practice [86]; im-

proved patient outcomes; and controlled health expenditure [92].  
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Figure 6.2: Example: Ecosystem Health Monitoring Program (EHMP) Ontology [99] 

  

An industry-wide standard for patient electronic healthcare records (EHCR), linked to 

clinical guidelines and protocols, is a significant and current research challenge, to ensure 

best practice clinical risk management. The development of such a 'Gold Standard' pre-

sents a globally significant research proposal [83].  

 

An ontology-based knowledge management system needs to integrate domain ontolo-

gies of a wide range of data types from disparate data sources to: support data linkage; 

data integration; semantic analysis; relate management actions to quality indicators for 

specific entities, regions and periods; identify which actions are having an impact on which 

parameters using First-Order Logic (enabled by the merged Upper Ontology approach); 

and adapt related management strategies accordingly [94]. 
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6.4. Clinical Upper Ontology Cloud Framework 

 

In the future work, we aim to optimize prevention of preventable clinical risk; develop quali-

ty healthcare resources; distribute limited healthcare resources equitably; identify priority 

healthcare research needs; and support sustainable healthcare public services. We focus 

on continuous clinical guideline improvement and user-friendly timely and reliable dissemi-

nation as a good example to demonstrate the use of a novel primitive upper to achieve 

these goals. Besides, it will be interesting to see how related human and machine reada-

ble holistic success indicators can be developed and disseminated in a timely manner, col-

laboratively, using cloud based ontology-guided data integration and expert input.  

 

 

Figure 6.3: An overview of clinical upper ontology cloud framework development. 

 

We plan to propose the concept of an efficient clinical upper ontology cloud framework 

for collaborative best-practice success indicator development and dissemination. We plan 

four levels of upper ontology for success indicator development as new proposals of primi-

tive sentences to a novel formal language for collaborative risk management. We propose 

its continuous improvement according to continuous collaborative expert proposals for 

changed or new primitive sentences of the formal language that represent holistic compo-
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site success indicators. Our proposed rules of proof for the uniqueness of a new success 

indicator (primitive sentence) relates to a unique mapping of the upper four layers of the 

ontology, as a new constant of the language, associated by an approximated level of ex-

pert consensus within the window of opportunity available to prevent or mitigate risk.  Our 

proposal for a new clinical success indicator, as a new primitive sentence in terms of a 

successful outcome and evaluation, is mapped by the proposer to the top layers of the up-

per ontology through use of the third level of the upper ontology (IF, AND, etc.) and the 

fourth level as question answer options in terms of quantified unique concepts. This corre-

sponds in predicate calculus to the development of a new function, mapping one or more 

elements in a set (the domain of the function) into a unique element of another set (the 

range of the function). Elements of the domain and range are objects in the world of dis-

course. See Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 for a depiction of this concept. 

 

A proposed success indicator (primitive sentence) has ‘truth bearing’ criteria for being 

accepted (and thus asserted) or eliminated, based on an aggregated consensus from all 

collaborators in a cloud based ontology-guided data integration, at a point-in-time, as lev-

els of agreement and satisfaction, etc. In predicate calculus this corresponds to success 

indicators as variable symbols. Eliminated proposals for success indicators (new primitive 

sentences) remain accessible to collaborators for continued deliberation regarding its 

‘truth’ or ‘provability’. As new real-world evidence emerges, it is possible for a previously 

‘asserted’ success indicator to become less certain, or even eliminated – such change 

over time is time-stamped per aggregated collaborator input, and thus mappable to the 

evidence and opinions at the time, in context of the healthcare problems, goals, clinical 

strategies, standard operating procedures and guidelines of that time. This approach to 

comparative linguistics supports the process of exploring patterns of inference, where the 

rules of inference are meaning-constituting, and thus leads to logical harmony of the pro-

posed formal language. 
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Figure 6.4: Future directions towards clinical upper ontology cloud framework 
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6.5. Epilogue 

 

In this chapter, we summarized several directions for our research work. Our proposed 

future directions towards collaborative development of new success indicators as primitive 

sentences, constituted of primitive upper ontology variable elements associated with quan-

tifier’s, is supported by first-order predicate logic. Temporal analysis supports a collabora-

tive analysis of the different clinical ‘proto-languages’, based on our proposed formal lan-

guage for clinical information integration, historically associated with clinical problems, in 

context of the social changes that led to the documented changes of these proto-

languages, in terms of healthcare beliefs and visions, related missions, strategies, proto-

cols, standards, resource and intervention choices, and related historical outcomes and 

evaluations.  We believe this will introduce the concept of transparent aggregated clinical 

expert evaluation to examine the wisdom for the current best-practice options, based on 

knowledge of the past, in a process of reflective disclosure, using critical theory. We rec-

ommend the use of such transparency of collaborator ranking of level of agreement with 

risk, quality, safety, success and sustainability of each aspect of a propose clinical success 

indicator (as a transferable problem-solution approach) to dynamically support local deci-

sion-making, given the local problem context and available resources.  

 

In the future, we aim to introduce the concept of collaborative question and answer op-

tion development in the cloud, using the primitive upper ontology to develop independent 

(generic) question and answer options as clinical research hypotheses (success indica-

tors), where the answer option includes quantifiers, for instance the number of staff or time 

interval between tasks. Thus, the upper ontology continues to evolve, as new questions 

and answer options are uniquely established and mapped to who, what, where, when, 

where, how, and IF, AND, THEN, ELSE, ELSEIF of contextual problems, resources, inter-

ventions, outcomes and evaluations. It is also very interesting to investigate how this se-

mantic web approach will support collaborators across different sectors, objectives, geo-

graphical and resource constraints to improve the efficiency and efficacy of their current 

services based on relevant evidence of success elsewhere, now and in the past, and ac-

celerate the achievement of their goals. 
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